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PREFACE 
The Goldie theorems on prime and semi-prime rings 
have added greatly to our knowledge of non-commutative 
Noetherian rings, and have stimulated much further 
research. One way in which we can attempt to generalize 
the Goldie theorems is by studying right orders in rings 
which may have nonzero radical but which still possess a 
good deal of finiteness (for example, Artinian rings in 
general, quasi-Frobenius rings, semi-perfect rings). A 
number of people have studied these rings in the last 
decade and a host of interesting results have been 
obtained. the other direction, we can relax the 
finiteness requirement and study right orders in rings 
with zero (Jacobson) radical, for example, regular right 
self-injective rings. The rings studied here, right 
orders in (left) full linear rings, fall into the latter 
category. The problem of characterizing such rings was 
posed by Faith [1], problem 12, p.l29. Since a regular 
right self-injective ring whose socle is large as a one-
sided is a direct product of full linear rings (see 
Chase and Faith [1], Dlab [1], Johnson [4] ), it is clear 
how one could approach the study of right orders in these 
rings from our study. 
ii 
iii 
Our approach to problem hand is via the 
not of a right quotient ring in the sense of R.E. 
tJohnson [1] , (Nowadays, term "quotient ring" often 
conveys a much broader concept than the one we consider 
here.) The Johnson maximal right quotient ring 1s an 
excellent sett 1n which to study right orders in simple 
Ar,tinian For ri orders in infinite dimensional 
full 1 ar r1ngs, however, the epimorphic hull of 
a , as advo very recently by Popescu and Sp 
[ 1] , Findlay [ 1] , and Morita [ 2] , may prove to be a more 
appropriate setting. 
Chapter I is an introductory chapter and contains 
a summary of known results needed in the sequel. One of 
the principal results in chapter II is that right orders 
1n full linear rings of countable dimension must be prime 
s, whereas in the uncountable case this need not be 
so. Chapter III is a study of intrinsic extensions of 
prime rings. This study was required by the condition 
regular elements of a right order R in a full linear 
lng Q be units in Q, since this actually implies Q is 
left ic over R if Q is infinite dimensional. 
The main goal of chapter IV may perhaps be best described, 
in the recent terminology of Findlay [1] , as finding 
sui tab conditions to ensure that a ring wi have a 
iv 
full linear ring as its left-flat epimorphic hull. In 
chapter V, we offer some necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a ring to be a right order in an infinite 
dimensional full linear ring, but by no means can they 
be considered as the final word on the subject. 
I am deeply indebted to Dr. Robert L. Kruse, my 
supervisor, for his valuable suggestions and criticism. 
I sincerely thank him for the interest he has taken in my 
work and for the encouragement and guidance he has glven 
me over the last eighteen months. I also wish to thank 
Professor G.M. Petersen for his help and encouragement, 
and for making it possible for me do a Ph.D. ln Ring 
Theory here at Canterbury. Finally, I wish to thank 
Carolyn Denny for her excellent typing. 
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1. 
CHAPTER I 
DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Our basic source of reference throughout this work 
will be Faith's lecture notes [1]. The terminology 
notation will, for the most part, taken from there. 
A ring is not requ to possess an identity element, 
although associativity 1s always as The unqualified 
word ideal means two-sided ideal. 
The present chapter is divided into two sections. 
§1 consists of a bri summary of the basic notions 
involved 1n the study of (R.E. Johnson) quotient rings. 
With the exception of the notion of uniform dimension of 
modules which are not necessarily 
account of which appears at the end 
e dimensional, an 
§1, Faith's notes 
an excellent coverage of these ideas. In §2, we 
outline our approach to the study of right orders in 
1 linear rings and also collect, for the purpose of 
easy reference, some well known results on full linear 
2. 
SECTION 1 
A right (resp. left) module M over a ring R will 
denoted by MR (resp. RM). For the concepts of Zarge 
submoduZe~ singuZa~ submoduZe 3 injective moduZe 3 injective 
huZl and related concepts, the reader is referred to 
Faith [1]. We shall e (M 'J N)R to indicate that NR 
is a submodule of MR. We so describe this 
s ion by saying that NR is essentiaL in MR or that 
MR 1s an essential extension of NR. The lattice 1 
submodules (resp. submodules) of a module MR is 
denoted by L(MR) (resp. /:,. L (MR)). The singular submodule 
of MR lS by Z (MR). In the case of the module 
RR' R a 
' 
we write L6 (R) and (R) in place 
r 
L;:,.(l~ ) 
R and Z ( RR). If M 1 , ••• ,Mn are submodules of MR we 
1 indicate that their sum is direct by writing the 
sum as M 1 + ... + M . n For a subset X a module MR' the 
ator of X R will be written as r(X,R), or 
imply as Xr if there is no confusion as to where the 
annihilator is taken from. In any case the context 
shu make it clear. 
A submodule NR of MR is called a cZosed submoduZe 
of MR if NR has no proper essential extension within MR. 
In case Z(MR) = 0, a closure operation s can be defined 
on L(MR) as follows: for NE L(MR), Ns = {xE M: xi C N for 
some IE L~(R)}. Then N is a closed submodule of M and 
3 • 
only if N = Ns (see Johnson [4], Faith [1] pp. 15, 61). 
In general, for a submodule NR of MR' Ns is the unique 
maximal essential extension of NR in MR. The set of all 
closed submodules of MR is a complete complemented modular 
lattice under set-theoretic intersection and a union 
operation v given by A v B = (A+ B)s, A and B closed 
submodules. We denote this lattice by L8 (MR). 
Needless to say, the terms closed right ideal~ large 
right ideal etc. of a ring R, refer to the module RR. 
The notation to be used when we are working with left 
modules should be clear. For example, Zt(R) denotes the 
left singular ideal of a ring R. 
The following proposition, due to R.E. Johnson [2], 
1s of fundamental importance in studying essential 
extensions. Its proof can also be found in Faith [1] 
P· 61. 
PRO PO 1.1.1 Let MR have Z(MR) = 0 and suppose NR 
is essential in MR. Then Ls(MR) is isomorphic to 
L8 (NR) under the contraction map A+Arl N, AE Ls(MR)~ 
PROPOSITION 1 .. 2 Let R be a ring with zero right 
singular ideal. Then right annihilator ideals of R are 
closed right ideals. Moreover, if I and J are right 
ideals of R with JR essential in IR' then It = Jt. 
4. 
The proof is quite straightforward. 
If R is a subring of a ring S, then following R.E. 
Johnson [1] we shall call S a right quotient ring of R 
SR is an essential extension of RR' where the module 
SR 1s defined in the natural way. Johnson in [1] showed 
that a ring R possesses a right quotient ring which is a 
(von Neumann) regular ring if and only if R has zero 
right singular ideal. In this case R has a unique 
(up to isomorphism over R) maximal right quotient ring, 
1\ 
which we denote as R. Johnson and Wong in [1] showed 
A 
that R is in fact the injective hull of RR supplied with 
A 
a module serving ring structure, and that R is a 
regular right sel injective ring (necessarily with identity 
A 
A very natural realization of R is the ring A = HomR(E,E), 
where ER is the injective hull of RR. R is embedded in 
A under the map r + r*, where r~~ is the unique element of 
A which induces the map a+ ra, a E R. Faith [1], §8, has 
all the details. See also Michler [1] . Johnson's 
A 
original construction of R is given in Johnson [1] • In 
uel we abbreviate maximal right quotient ring to 
MRQ ring. 
Historical remark. Utumi [1] constructed maximal right 
quotient rings for rings with zero annihilator. His 
5. 
definition of right quotient ring lS a little more 
restrictive than Johnson's, although they coincide in 
the case of rings with zero right singular ideal. 
Findlay and Lambek in [1], [2] then extended Utumi's 
construction to arbitrary rings. It was Lambek [l] who 
discovered that for a ring R with identity,the Utumi 
maximal right quotient ring of R can be realized as the 
bicommutator ( = double centralizer) of the injective 
hull of RR. More recently, it has been shown that 
certain other right quotient rings of R (in Utumi's sense) 
can be obtained as bicommutators of appropriate faithful 
injective modules VR. (This is not true, in general, for 
every right quotient ring of R. See Fuller [ 1] , 
remark (b), p.662.) Morita [1], for example, has shown 
this to be the case for a left-flat epimorphic extension 
of R (see chapter IV, §4) and has given a form for VR in 
this case. Beachy [1] has some interesting generalizations 
to the case of right quotient rings of R which can be 
obtained as bicommutators of suitable fully divisible 
right R-modules. 
The proof of the following important result can be 
found in Johnson [4] and in Faith [1] p.70. 
PROPOSITION 1.1.3 Let R be a ring with zero right 
singular ideal and let S be a right quotient ring of R. 
6 . 
The following statements hold. 
(i) Z(SR) = Zr(S) = 0. 
(ii) The closed submodules of SR are the closed 
right ideals of S. 
(iii) Ls(S) is isomorphic to Ls(R) under the contrac-
r r 
s tion map A-+ An R, A E L ( S). 
r 
A regular element of a ring R is an element c with 
the property that ~(c,R) = r(c,R) = 0. 
If R is a subring of a ring S with identity, then R 
is a right order in S if 
(i) regular elements of R have two-sided inverses 
in S, and 
(ii) the elements of S can be expressed in the form 
- l be , b and c in R with c a regular element of R. 
In this case we refer to S as a classical right quotient 
ring of R. 
Remarks. (1) If R has a classical right quotient ring 
then it is unique (up to isomorphism over R). The Ore 
condition (see, for example, Lambek [2) p.l09) gives a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a ring to possess 
a classical right quotient ring but, in general, it is 
difficult to say whether or not a given ring satisfies 
it. 
(2) Suppose R has Z (R) = 0. 
r 
7. 
If R has a classical 
right quotient ring then its regular elements are units 
A { -1 in its MRQ ring R, and S = be : b, regular cE R} is a 
subring of R. Clearly, S is then the classical right 
quotient ring of R. 
subring of R. 
In general though, S is a proper 
We now record some well known facts about regular 
rings and regular right self-injective rings. Proofs of 
these can be found in Faith [l] pp.42, 70. 
PROPOSITION 1.1.4 Let T be a regular ring with identity. 
The following statements hold. 
(i) Each principal right ideal of T is generated 
by an idempotent of T and hence is a closed right ideal 
of T. 
(ii) The sum and intersection of any two principal 
right ideals of T are again principal. 
(iii) If in addition T is a right self-injective 
ring, then the closed right ideals of T are its principal 
right ideals. 
A module MR is called uniform if it is ·nonzero and each 
of its nonzero submodules is essential in MR. MR is said to 
be a finite dimensional module if M contains no infinite 
direct sum of nonzero submodules. Such a module contains 
uniform submodules and the length of any maximal direct 
8. 
sum of uniform submodules is an invariant called the 
(uniform) dimension of the module (see Goldie [1] ). 
This notion dimension is meaningful for any module MR 
which contains uniform submodules; in fact, the technique 
used to establish this is essentially that used by Jacobson 
[1] p.62 for completely reducible modules. A complete 
account of this is contained in Miyashita [1] and Fort [1]. 
However, because of the frequent use of uniform dimension 
in subsequent work we shall give a brief treatment of it 
here, following Miyashita [1] proposition 1.8. We denote 
the cardinality of a set I by III. 
ON 1.1.5 Let MR be a module which contains 
uniform submodules, and suppose {Ai}iEI' {Bj}jEJ are 
maximal families of independent uniform submodules of M. 
Then I I I = I J I . 
Proof. First of all, let us make the following 
observation: suppose {Ck}kEK lS a maximal independent 
family of uniform submodules of M. 
of nonzero submodules of M with Ck C Ck for all kE K, then 
{ cJ~}kEK is also a maximal independent family ·and 
U n ( E c1•) ~ 0 for each uniform submodule U of M. Now kEK < 
let {A.} 
l 
and {Bj}jEJ be given as in the statement of 
the proposition. Let i 0 E I and let Io = {iE I: i ~ io}. 
9. 
A. n [ E (B. n E A.)] = 0, there exists, by the above 
1o J J Io 1 
observation, j 0 EJ such that B. n EA. = 0. J o Io 1 By the 
maximality of the family {Ai}iEI' we have 
(B. +EA.) nA. ~ 0. Hence {B. } U {A. }.EI is also a Jo Io 1 10 Jo 1 1 o 
independent family of uniform submodules. If J 
is a finite set, say J = { j 1 , ••• , j n} , and if I J I < I I I 
then by repeating the above process we could find 
{ i 1 , • , • , i } c I such that (B. + ... + B. ) n E A. = 0, 
n - ]1 Jn I' 1 
where I' = I\{i 1 , ••• , }, which is clearly a contrad tion. 
Hence if IJI is then I I I ~ I J I . 
On the other hand, suppose IJI is infinite. 
each j E J let F( j) be the unique minimal subset of I such 
that B. n E A. ¢ 0. 
J F(j) 1 Trivially, .u F(j) C I. J 
io E I and choose j 1 , ••• ,jn E J such that 
n (B. + . . . + B. ) 1 0 • Then 
o J 1 Jn 
A. n ( E A. + •.• + E A.) '#. 0. Since {A.} 
1o F(jl) 1 F(jn) 1 n 1 is an 
independent family, we must have io E k~lF(jk). Hence 
I= UF(J'), jEJ Since J is an infinite set and each F(j) 1s 
a finite set, we have I I I ~ I J j. 
Thus regardless of the cardinality of J, we have 
shown that III~ jJj. Likewise jJj ~ !II and hence 
This completes the proof of 1.1.5. 
10. 
a module MR contains uniform submodules then 
Zorn's lemma ensures the existence of a maximal family 
of independent uniform submodules of M. Thus, in view 
of proposition 1.1.5, it makes sense to define the 
unifoPm dimension of MR' denoted by dim MR' to be the 
cardinal number of any such family. 
SECTION 2 
A left full ZineaP Ping Q is a ring which is 
isomorphic to the ring HomD(V,V) of 1 linear transforma= 
tions of a right vector space V over a division ring D 
(transformations are written on the left of vectoTs). 
In the case where dim VD < oo then Q is a simple Artinian 
ring. Goldie in [2] gave the following necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a ring R to be a right order in 
a simple Artinian ring. 
(i) R is a prime ring. 
(ii) R satisfies the maximum condition for right 
annihilator ideals. 
(iii) RR has finite dimension. 
(A ring which satisfies (ii) and (iii) is sometimes 
referred to as a right Goldie ring.) Goldie also showed 
that (ii) could be replaced by: R zero right singular 
Johnson and Wong in [2] and Johnson in [4] then 
showed how Goldie's theorem could be approached from the 
11. 
theory of quotient rings (in the sense of §1). Procesi 
in [1] offered yet another approach. The basic 
difference in each of these approaches is the method by 
which the class right quotient ring of R is constructed. 
ldie used the Ore construction, Johnson the MRQ ring. 
Procesi's clever construction involved constructing a 
vector space VD such that R could be embedded in HomD(V,V) 
a very natural way,and such that latter is a right 
quotient ring of R. While we do not comment on the 
merits of each approach,or on subsequent approaches,of 
which many are variations of the above three, it does 
appear that if one is content to assume the known ideal 
structure of a simp 
izes this best. 
Artinian ring, then Johnson's approach 
For more detail on the various 
approaches to Goldie's theorem see ieur and Croisot [1], 
Procesi and Small [1], Johnson [6], Michler [1], 
[1] § § 9 and 10, Jacobson [ 1] appendix B, Lambek [ 2 1 
chapter 4, §6, Koh and Luh [1}, and Amitsur [1]. 
the viewpoint of category theory, see Gabriel [1}. 
From 
In our study right orders in left full linear 
, we shall adopt the Johnson approach. This stems 
from the following observation: a ring R is a right order 
in a left full linear ring if and only 
s MRQ ring is a left full linear ring and a 
12. 
classical right quotient ring of R. 
falls into two parts. 
The problem then 
(1) Characterize rings R which have (R) = 0 and 
whose MRQ ring is a full linear ring. 
(2) Given a ring R which a left full linear 
rlng Q as a right quotient ring, find necessary and 
sufficient conditions for R to be a right order in Q. 
(2) is the subject of chapters II-V. As regards (1), 
we shall take as part of the hypothesis that R has 
Zr(R) = 0 (see remark (1) following 1.2.2). Then a 
solution to (1) is contained Johnson [4]. (See 
Hutchinson [2] for an alternative solution.) We briefly 
sketch the details. Johnson in [3] calls a ring R 
(right) irreducible if (R) = 0 and for each nonzero 
ideal A of R, AnA9., = 0 implies Ap_, = 0. 
PROPOSITION 1.2.1 Let R be a ring with zero right 
singular ideal. Then R is an irreducible ring if and 
only if its MRQ ring is a prime ring. 
Proof. Let S be the MRQ ring of R. It lS not 
hard to see that S will be a prime ring if and only if it 
contains no nontrivial central idempotents. Now let us 
suppose R is an irreducible ring. Let e be a nonzero 
central idempotent of S and let A = eS n R. Then A is a 
13. 
nonzero ideal of R and R-(A,R) = S(l- e) n R = (1- e)S n R. 
Hence R,(A,R) nA = 0. Since R is irreducible this implies 
(1- e)SnR = o. Since S is a right quotient ring of R 
we must have (1-e)S = 0, that is, e = 1. Hence S 
contains no proper central idempotents and therefore S is 
a prime ring. 
Conversely, suppose S is a prime ring. Let A be a 
nonzero ideal of Rand let us suppose AR,nA = 0. Then 
A R, +A is a large right ideal of R (since A R, is the unique 
complement of A). By propos ions 1.1.3 and 1.1.4, there 
exists an idempotent e S such that ( eS V A) R. Then 
R,(A,R) = (1-e)SnR. Moreover, since AR, and A are ideals 
of R, we have (1 e)Re(AR,+A) = 0 and eR(l- e)(Ag,+A) = 0. 
e, since Z(SR) = 0, we have (1- e)Re = eR(l- e) = 0. 
Thus re = er for all r E R. Now let x E S and choose a 
large right ideal I of R such that xi C R. Then 
(xe- ex)I = 0 and again Z(SR) = 0 requires xe- ex = 0, 
that is, xe = ex. Thus e is a nonzero central idempotent 
of S. Since S is a prime ring we must have e = 1. 
Hence AR, = 0 and it llows that R is an irreducible ring. 
This completes the proof of 1.2.1. 
Remarks. (1) Johnson sometimes preferred the following 
equivalent definition of an irreducible ring R: R has 
Z (R) = 0 and the lattice Ls(R) has a trivial centre, that 
r r 
14. 
is, 0 and R are the only elements in L~(R) with unique 
complements. With this definition, 1.2.1 follows 
easily from 1.1.3. 
(2) A prime ring with zero right singular ideal is 
clearly an irreducible ring. The converse is false, as 
is illustrated for example by the ring of all 2x 2 upper 
triangular matrices over a field. In general, an 
irreducible ring is prime if and only if it contains no 
nonzero nilpotent ideals (see lemma 2.2.1). 
It 1s well known that a left full linear ring Q is 
a prime ring with nonzero socle, and that Q is a right 
sel injective ring (see Faith [1] p.44). The converse 
is so known to hold (see Lambek [2] p.65, lemma 2, and 
Faith [l] p. 7 3) . Thus, by 1.1.3, 1.1.4 and 1.2.1 we 
have 
PROPOSITIO 1.2.2 A ring Q is a left full linear r1ng 
and only Q is a prime right self-injective ring 
with nonzero socle. A ring R with zero right singular 
l has a left full linear ring as its MRQ ring if and 
only 
ideals. 
Remarks. 
R is an irreducible ring containing uniform right 
(1) It is not clear just when a ring has zero 
right singular ideal. It is apparently not known whether 
15. 
even a primitive ring (without socle) must have zero 
singular ideal (see Faith [1] p.l28, problem 7). 
However, 1n the presence of some finiteness in a ring, 
one can say a little more. A.C. Mewborn has shown that 
the following condition on a ring R is sufficient to 
ensure that Z (R) = 0 (see Johnson [6] p.38): R has a 
r 
maximal right annihilator ideal N which satisfies N~~ = 0. 
The ring R is then necessarily irreducible (Johnson [6] 
lemma 1). In particular, of course, a prime ring which 
contains a maximal right annihilator ideal must have 
zero right singular ideal. For right self-injective rings 
with identity, Utumi in [6] showed that the right 
singular ideal coincides with the Jacobson radical. 
(2) Notice that 
contains uniform right 
R is an irreducible ring and R 
als, then L8 (R) is atomic, 
r 
that is; each nonzero element of (R) contains a minimal 
nonzero element of Ls(R). 
r 
fact, by 1.2.2, Ls(R) is 
r 
isomorphic to the lattice of all subspaces of a right 
vector space. 
(3) Koh and Mewborn in [1] showed that for a prime 
ring R, R has Z (R) = 0 and contains uniform right ideals 
r 
if and only if R contains a maximal right annihilator 
ideal and a maximal closed right ideal. 
16. 
(4) Johnson in {3] gave the following interesting 
characterization of an irreducible ring R containing 
uniform right ideals: R possesses a faithful uniform 
module MR with Z(MR) = 0 (c.f. a primitive ring). 
The remainder of this section is concerned with left 
linear rings. 
NOTATION. Throughout this work the sole use of the 
Q will be to denote a left linear ring. For 
a ideal I of Q, we abbreviate dim IQ to dim I. 
Notice that if Q = HomD(V,V), VD a vector space, then 
dim Q = dim VD. For we may take v a minimal 
Qe of Q, e a primitive idempotent of Q, and D 
the div ion ring eQe. Then Q . right quotient ring lS a 
of v so that by l.l.3,d Q = dim vv = dim VD. However 
one must be careful to distinguish between dim Q and dim 
They are equal only in the case when dim Q lS finite. 
For ing w = eQ, one sees that w< Q v W) and hence 
dim QQ dim ww dim Dw. Let v··· HomD ( V ,D). Then = ::: " ::: D 
D w D 
V1~ under the map ¢:w+v~:, (¢w)v = wv. Hence if 
dim Q ::: H >,:- N0 , then dim QQ 
(see Jacobson [l] p.68). 
d . V' H h = 1m D " = a w ere a = IDI 
Also, unless dim Q is finite, Q is not a left se 
injective ring (see Sandomierski [2] ). 
QQ. 
17. 
PROPOSITION 1.2.3 Let I and J be closed right ideals 
of Q. Then 
(i) IQ = JQ if and only if dim I = dim J. 
(ii) If InJ = 0 then dim (I+ J) =dim I+ dim J. 
Proof. (i) Firstly, observe that for a family 
{Ia}aE~ of independent uniform submodules of IQ' each Ia 
is a minimal right ideal of Q, and the family is maximal 
if and only if ~I 1s essential in IQ. 
~ a 
Since dim I = dim J. 
there exist an index set ~ and families {I } 
a aE~' 
{Ja}aE~ of independent minimal right ideals of Q such 
that IV(~I ) and JV(~J ) as Q-modules. 
~ a ~ a 
Moreover, s1nce 
any two minimal right ideals of a prime r1ng are 
isomorphic, we can choose for each aE ~ an isomorphism 
¢ of I onto J . Then the map ¢:~I + ~J , given by 
a a a ~ a ~ a 
¢(~a ) = ~¢JaN), is an isomorphism of ~I onto ~J . Now 
a "" ~ a ~ a 
as JQ is a direct summand of the injective module QQ 
(proposition 1.1.4), JQ is an injective module. Hence¢ 
"' can be extended to ¢ : I + J. Since ~I is essential in I, 
~ a 
$ is a monomorphism. Furthermore, by the injectivity of 
$(I) (as a Q-module), $(I) essential in JQ implies 
J = $(I). Thus IQ = JQ' as desired. The converse is 
immediate. 
(ii) Let {Ia}aE~ and {Iy}yEr be families of independent 
minimal right ideals of Q such that ~I and ~I are ~ a r Y 
18. 
essential in IQ and JQ respectively. We can suppose 
Q n r = ~. Then {I 8} f3EQUf is an independent family and 
}:; I 8 is essential in I + J. nur 
Hence dim (I + J) = I Q u r I = 
I Q I + I r I = dim I + dim J. 
The following proposition gives a complete description 
of the ideals of Q. Its proof can be found in Jacobson 
[1] p. 93. 
PROPOSITION 1.2.4 Suppose dim Q is infinite. Then 
the sets { x E Q: dim xQ < ~}, ~ a cardinal satisfying 
~ 0 ~ ~ ~ dim Q, are the only proper ideals of Q. 
It has been known for a long time that the idempotent 
elements of Q are its building blocks. We conclude our 
preliminaries by recalling a couple of things one can do 
with idempotents. 
PROPOSITION 1.2.5 Providing Q is not a division r1ng, 
Q is generated (as a ring) by its idempotents (and hence 
in turn by its nilpotent elements and its units). If 
dim Q is infinite, then Q is generated by the idempotents 
e for which eQ = (1- e)Q (:Q). 
Proof. In the case where 1 < dim Q < oo, this 1s 
shown in lemma 3.2.2. If dim Q is infinite then Q is 
isomorphic to the ring of all 2 x 2 matrices over itself, 
19. 
and it is a straightforward procedure showing that the 
ring T of all 2 x 2 matrices over any ring with identity 
is generated by the idempotents e for which eT : (1- e)T. 
Remark. It is conceivably of interest to know what 
elements of Q can be expressed as products of idempotents. 
It can be shown that for a E Q, a f.: 1, a can be expressed 
as a product of idempotents if and only if a satisfies 
one of the following two conditions: 
(i) dim ar = dim (1- a)Q = codim (a) f.: 0. 
(ii) a has the form 1 + x, x E socle Q, 1 + x not a 
unit in Q. 
(Here codim (a) the dimension of any complement of aQ.) 
In particular, if Q is simple Artinian then any non-unit 
of Q is expressible as a product of idempotents. 
We shall call a set {ei}iEI of nonzero orthogonal 
idempotents of Q a aompZ.ete set if re.Q ~ soc1e Q. I l -
Suppose {ei} iEI is such a set and that for each i E I, 
x. E Qe. is given. 
l 1. 
Consider the map <f>: L:e. Q + Q given by I l 
¢( ) = Ex.a.. Since QQ is injective, there exists 
l l 
xE Q such that <f>(y) = xy for all yE re.Q. Since I l 
socle Q C Ee.Q, 
I l 
i E I. Thus QQ 
x is unique. Clear1y,xe. = x. for all 
l l 
is isomorphic to .IT Qe. under the map lEI l 
x + ( xe.). 
l 
Our final proposition summarizes this 
observation. 
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PROPOSITION 1.2.6 If {ei}iEI is a complete set of non-
zero orthogonal idempotents of Q, then QQ is isomorphic 
to IT Qe . under the map x + ( xe . ) . iEI 1 . 1 
Remarks. (1) One can think of 1.2.6 as a generalized left 
Peirce decomposition. If dim Q is infinite then the 
corresponding right-sided version of 1.2.6 fails in 
general, that is, given x. E e. Q for all i E I, there need 
1 1 
not exist x E Q with e .x = x. for all i E I (think of infinite 
1 1 
by infinite column-finite matrices). 
(2) dim Q is infinite then a maximal set of 
orthogonal idempotents of Q need not be a complete set. 
(Thus there is a slight error 1n Faith [1] p.l21.) 
(3) Suppose dim Q = H. Then Q contains a complete 
set {ei}iEI of orthogonal primitive idempotents with 
I I I = H. This is a straightforward consequence of the 
definition of dim Q and the injectivity of QQ. 
of course, any such set has cardinality H. 
Conversely, 
The papers [1] and [2] of Osofsky are a particularly 
good source of information for deeper results on full 
linear rings. For a study of prime rings with nonzero 
socle, see Jacobson [1] chapter IV. See also Wolfson's 
paper [1] on full linear rings. Utumi's papers [2], 
[3], [6) and [7]contain a wealth of information on the 
idempotents and structure of regular rings and self-
injective rings. 
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CHAPTER II 
RIGHT ORDERS WHICH ARE NOT PRIME RINGS 
Recall that Q denotes a left full linear ring. 
It is well known that when dim Q is finite, a right 
order in Q must be a prime r1ng. The object of this 
chapter is to show that this is so the case when 
dim Q is countable, but no longer the case when dim Q 
is uncountable. More explic ly, we show in §l that if 
e 1 , ••• ,e are nonzero orthogonal idempotents of Q with n 
= 1, n ~ 2, then the 
right order in Q if and only 
ring P = E e.Qe. is a 
i(j l J 
dim e 1 Q > dim e. Q for l 
i = 2 , ••• ,n and dim e Q ;;., K0 (theorem 2 .1. 4) • The n 
Jacobson rad of P is, of course, nilpotent of index 
n. In §2, we show that if R is a right order in Q and 
if R contains a nilpotent ideal N of index n > 1, then R 
must appear as a subring of P for some P given as above 
(theorem 2.2.2). This enables us to conclude, for 
ex amp that a left and right order in Q must be a prime 
ring. Unfortunately, one can not say very much about 
the subrings e.Re., i = l, ... ,n, even if N is a maximum 
l l 
nilpotent ideal, or at least not for the e. ' l i = l, ... ,n, 
arising from our construction. Finally, we indicate 
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how to construct right orders 1n Q which do not contain 
a maximum nilpotent ideal and whose Jacobson radical is 
not nil. 
SECTION 1 
For an idempotent e E Q and an element x E Q, we shall 
[ ~ Ys) occasionally write x = u to mean that a, S, y, o are 
the components of x (via the standard two-sided Peirce 
decomposition) 1n eQe, eQ(l- e), (1- e)Q(l- e) and 
( 1 - e) Qe respectively, providing there is no confusion 
as to what the underlying idempotent e is. Components 
of sums and products can then be computed by the usual 
2 x 2 matrix operations. 
THEOREM 2.1.1 Suppose e and f are nonzero orthogonal 
idempotents of Q. Let P = eQ + Qf. Then P is a right 
order in Q if and only if dim eQ = dim Q > dim fQ :;;:. ~ 0 and 
dim fQ = dim ( 1 - e) Q. 
Remark. P is not a prime ring since it contains the 
nilpotent ideal eQ(l- e)+ (1- f)Qf. 
Proof. Suppose e and f satisfy: dim eQ > dim fQ :;;:. ~ 0 
and dim fQ = dim ( 1 - e) Q. Let ~ = dim Q. Then by 
proposition 1.2.3, ~ = dim eQ = dim (1- f)Q. Since P 
contains a nonzero right ideal and a nonzero left ideal 
2 3. 
of the prime ring Q, Q is both a left and right quotient 
ring of P. Thus regular elements of P will remain 
regular in Q and hence will be units in Q. Hence to 
show P is a right order in Q, it will suffice to show 
that for each o E ( 1- e) Q there is a regular element 
c E P such that oc E P. Let 6 E (1- e)Q be given. As Q 
is a regular ring, we can find idempotents e 1 , e 2 E Q 
Now o, under 
its left multiplication, acts as a monomorphism on e 2 Q. 
Hence, 
dim e 2 Q = dim oe 2 Q ~dim (1- e)Q < 1-li. 
By proposition 1.2.3, dim e 1 Q +dim e 2 Q = dim eQ = H. 
Thus, as H is an infinite cardinal, we have 
dim e 1 Q = H = dim ( 1 - f) Q. 
Claim: There exist idempotents f 1 , f 2 E Q such that 
fQ = f 1 Q + f 2 Q, dim f 1 Q = dim ( 1 - e) Q and dim f 2 Q = dim e 2 Q. 
To verify this, choose a family {fa Q} o: E rt of minimal 
right ideals of Q such that the sum ~fo:Q is direct and 
is an essential submodule of (fQ)Q. By definition, 
clim fQ = In I . Since lrtl is an infinite cardinal ancl 
lnl = Inti and lrtzl =dim e2Q. Choose idempotents 
where s denotes closure 
= 0: f Q) 8 
n l a 
in L( QQ). 
and f 2 Q = (E f Q)s, 
n2 a 
Then we have 
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fQ = f 1 Q + f 2 Q, dim f 1 Q = I Q 1 I = dim ( 1 - e )Q and 
dim f2Q = 1&1 2 1 =dim e2Q. 
Proposition 1.2.3 now enables us to construct 
isomorphisms a: (1-f)Q+elQ, S: f2Q+e2Q and 
y: f 1 Q + ( 1 - e) Q. Let ~ be the homomorphism of QQ which 
induces each of a, S and y, that is, ~has the diagram 
( 1 -f) Q e1Q 
eQ 
s 
f2Q e2Q 
fQ 
y 
flQ (1- e)Q 
Let c be the element of Q whose left multiplication 
induces ~· Clearly c 1s a unit of Q. Since c ( 1 - f ) E e Q , 
c = c ( 1 - f) + c f E e Q + Q f , that is , c E P . Moreover, 
r 
c(l- f) Ee1Q ::: 8 so that oc(l- f) = 0. Thus oc E P and 
this establishes the "if part" of the theorem. 
Conversely, suppose P is a right order in Q. Then 
so also is P 1 = eQ+ Q(l-e). If dim ( 1 - e) Q is finite, 
then (1- e)Q(l- e) is simple Artinian. In this case, 
if cis a regular element of P 1 then c-
1 1s also in P 1 • 
For let c = (~ ~) -1 and c 
taken with respect to e. 
__ (~1 sj J 
u where components are ~ yl 
A simple calculation yields 
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yy 1 = 1 - e and yo 1 = 0. But y right invertible in the 
Artinian ring (1-e)Q(l-e) implies that y is also left 
invertible, that is, y 1 y = 1- e. Thus o 1 = (1- e)o 1 = 
-1 y 1 yo 1 = O, that is, c EP • It .follows that P1 = Q 
which contradicts e ~ 0, 1. Thus we must have 
dim ( 1 - e) Q ~ ~o • 
Suppose dim eQ < dim ( 1 - e) Q. Then by proposition 
1.2.3 there exists a monomorphism of eQ into (1- e)Q and 
hence there exists o E ( 1- e) Qe such that or n eQ = 0. 
Since P 1 lS a right order in Q, there exists a regular 
element c E P 1 such that oc E P 1 • 
(1- e)oce = 0, that lS, oece = 0. 
Now oc E P 1 implies 
Since or n eQ = 0, 
we must have ece = 0. But c E P 1 implies ece = ce and 
hence ce = 0, which contradicts c being a regular element 
of P 1 • From this contradiction, we conclude that 
dim eQ > dim ( 1 - e) Q. 
To complete the proof we must show that 
dim ( 1 - e) Q = dim fQ. Since e and f are orthogonal, we 
have dim ( 1- e) Q ~dim fQ. Suppose dim (1- e)Q> dim fQ. 
Let M = { x E Q : dim xQ < dim ( 1- e) Q}. Then M is an ideal 
of Q by proposition 1.2.4. Let Q = Q/M and for a subset 
X of Q let X denote the image of X under the canonical 
map of Q onto Q. Then (1- e)P = 5 and 1- e ~ 5, 
which implies that P contains no regular elements. Hence 
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we must have dim ( 1 -e) Q = dim fQ. We are finished. 
Taking f = 1- e we obtain: 
COROLLARY 2.1.2 Let e be an idempotent of Q, e ~ 0, 1, 
and let P = eQ + Q(l- e). Then P is a right order in Q 
if and only if dim eQ = dim Q >dim ( 1 - e) Q ~ ~ 0 • 
Remarks . ( 1) The only use we made of e and f being 
. orthogonal in 2 .1.1 was to ensure that eQ + Qf would be a 
subring of Q. If we do not require e and f to be 
orthogonal, the ring A = eQ + Qf + QfeQ will a right 
order in Q provided that dim eQ >dim fQ ~dim ( 1- e) Q ~ ~ 0 • 
In this case, A is ill a proper subring of Q (and 
only ) dim feQ < dim fQ. But we get nothing new in 
the sense that there is an idempotent hE Q, with h 
orthogonal to e, dim hQ = dim ( 1 - e) Q and such that 
A = eQ + Qh + QfeQ. 
(2) Suppose e 1s an idempotent of Q such that 
dim eQ >dim (1- e)Q ~ ~ 0 • Let I be a nonzero ideal of Q 
and let R = eQ+Q(l-e) +I. Let Y = eQ+ I. Then 
R (x E Q : xY C Y}. Since QQ is injective and Y~ = 0, 
Hence if dim Q is uncount-
able, Q contains a large right ideal whose endomorphism 
ring is a (proper) right order in Q. Can this happen 
if dim Q is countable? We shall return to this question 
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in chapter V, §2. 
We next establish a natural generalization of 
corollary 2.1.2. A lemma is required. 
LEMMA 2.1.3 Suppose e lS an idempotent of Q such that 
dim e Q > dim ( 1 - e ) Q ~ H 0 • Let K be a right order in 
(1- e)Q(l- e) and T a right order in eQe, and suppose 
T(eQei!T). Let N = eQ(l- e) and R = T+N+ K. Then R 
is a right order in Q. 
Proof. It is clear that R is a subring of Q. Let 
P = eQ+Q(l-e). Let xEQ be g1ven. By 2.1.2, there 
is a regular element c E P such that xc E P. Taking 
components with respect 
and xc = (~ 1 61 ), say. 
yl 
of T and K respectively 
to e, we can write c 
-- (ao YB) 
Choose regular elements a2, y 2 
such that aa 2 , a1a2 E T and 
YYp y 1y 2 E K. Let d = aa 2 + By 2 + YYp that is, 
d = (aoa2By2). . f Then d 1s a regular element o R and 
YY 2 
xdE R. 
The proof will be complete if we can show that regular 
elements of R are units in Q. However it is immediate 
that T(eQe \! T) implies R(Q \! R), which, together with the 
fact that (Q \! R)R, is sufficient to ensure that regular 
elements of R remain regular in Q. 
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THEOREM 2.1.4 Suppose e 1 , ••• ,e are nonzero ~rthogonal n 
idempotents of Q with e 1 + ••• + e = 1, n ~ 2. Let 
n 
P = E e.Qe .. 
i~j 1 J 
Then P is a right order in Q if and only 
if dim e 1 Q = dim Q > dim e . Q 1 
dim e Q ~ .Ho. 
n 
fori= 2, ... ,n and 
Remark. Notice that Rad P = E e.Qe. which 
i<j 1 J 
of index n. 
Proof. Suppose P is a right order in Q. 
nilpotent 
Since 
e 1 Q + Q(l- e 1 ) ::> P and (1- e )Q + Qe ::> P, it follows that n n 
e 1 Q + Q ( 1 - e 1 ) and ( 1 - e ) Q + Qe are n n so right orders in 
Q. Therefore, by 2 .1. 2, dim e 1 Q > dim ( 1- e d Q and 
dim e Q ~ ~o. 
n 
Moreover, since dim ( 1- e 1) Q = dim e 2 Q + .•. + 
dime Q, we have dim e 1 Q >dim e.Q for i = 2, ... ,n. n 1 
To show the converse we shall proceed by induction 
on the number n of idempotents e 1 , ••• ,e . n 
2.1.2 says the theorem holds for n = 2. 
Corollary 
Explicitly, our 
induction hypothesis is: whenever a left full linear 
ring L contains nonzero orthogonal idempotents f 1 , ••• ,f , m 
2 ..; m < n, with f 1 + ••• + f = 1, dim f 1 L > dim f. L for m 1 
i = 2, ... ,m and dim f L ~ .H 0 , then l: f. Lf. 1s a right 
m i(j 1 J 
order in L. Let Q and e 1 , ••• ,en be given as in the 
statement of the theorem. We consider two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose dim e. Q ~ dim e Q for i = 2, .•. ,n. 
1 n 
this case no induction is required. For 
dim e Q = n ( 1 - e 1 ) Q and hence, by theorem 2 . 1. 1, 
e 1 Q+Qe is a right order in Q. n Since P :::> e 1 Q + Qe , - n 
P is also a right order in Q. 
Case 2. Suppose there exists an integer k, 
1 < k < n, such that dim ekQ >dim enQ. Choose k to be 
the largest such integer. We can now make the induction 
step by splitting up the "kth diagonal block" ekQek 
and applying lemma 2.1.3. The diagram below may be 
helpful. 
· · e'Qe 1 
. k k 
- e Qe ~"Qe"-k k k k 
I 
e QeD n n 
30. 
First observe that for any nonzero idempotent e of 
Q' eQe is a left full linear ring and dim (eQ)Q :: 
dim (eQe) Q . This can be seen by noting that ( Q V Qe) Qe e e 
and hence, by the isomorphism which exists between the 
lattice of closed right ideals of Q and that of Qe 
(proposition 1.1.3), dim (eQ)Q =dim (eQn Qe)Qe' that is, 
dim (eQ)Q = dim (eQe)eQe' Let ~ = dim ekQ. Since ~ 
is infinite, we can choose orthogonal idempotents 
e = e'+e 11 k k k' 
Let e = e + e + 
1 2 
Then 
1 ~ e = e 11 + e + ••• + e . k k+ 1 n 
One can check that e 1 , e 2 , ••• , ek_ 1 , ek' as orthogonal 
idempotents of eQe, satisfy the conditions of the indue-
tion hypothesis as applied to the ring eQe (in the order 
indicated), and likewise that ek' ek+l' ... ,en (in this 
order) satisfy the conditions of the induction hypothesis 
as applied to the ring (1- e)Q(1- e). 
Applying the induction hypothesis to eQe and 
(1- e)Q(l- e) respectively, yields: 
T = 
is a right order in eQe, and 
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n 
K = L: e.Qe. + L: ek_Qe. + e"Qe" k+1~ j~n l J j=k+1 J k k 
a right order in (1 -e)Q(l- e). 
Now dim eQ >dim (1- e)Q ~ ~ 0 . and clearly T(eQe V T). 
Hence applying lemma 2 .1. 3 we obtain that T + eQ( 1- e)+ K 
is a right order in Q. Since P ~ T + eQ ( 1- e) + K, 
P is also a right order in Q. This completes the 
induction step and the proof of the theorem. 
ION 2 
Having exhibited right orders in Q which are not 
prime rings, let us see what we can in general about 
such right orders. 
LEMMA 2.2.1 Let R be a rlng with Z (R) = 0 and let A 
r 
be a right quotient rlng of R. If A is a prime rlng and 
R contains no nonzero nilpotent ideals, then R is 
so a prlme ring. 
Proof. Suppose I and J are right idealsof R with 
IJ = 0. Let K ::: JAIn R. Then K is a nilpotent right 
of Rand therefore K = 0. Since (A V R) R, this 
implies JAI = 0. , since A a prime ring, we must 
have either I ::: 0 or J = 0. Thus R is a prime ring. 
We now give a partial converse of theorem 2.1.4 
(see remark following 2.1.4). 
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THEOREM 2.2.2 Let R be a right order in Q and 
suppose R contains a nilpotent ideal N of index n > 1. 
Then there exist nonzero orthogonal idempotents 
e 1 , ••• , e of Q with e 1 + ••• + e = 1, dim e 1 Q > dim e. Q n n 1 
for i = 2, ... ,n, dim enQ ~~0 and such that 
(i) R C • L: • e . Qe .. 
-1~] 1 J 
(ii) K = en Qen n R then en Qen is a right quotient 
ring of K; in fact each x E e Qe there exists k E K 
n n 
with k right invertible in e Qe and xk E K. 
n. n 
(iii) If N is a maximum nilpotent ideal of R then 
K lS a prime ring. 
Proof. Lets denote closure in the lattice L(QR). 
Recall that for a right ideal I of R, Is is actually a 
closed right ideal of Q (proposition 1.1.3), and hence Is 
is a principal right ideal Q (propos ion 1.1.4). We 
define closed right ideals A1 , ••• ,A of Q inductively n-1 
as follows. Let A 1 = (Nn~l)s. A2 is then chosen such 
that (Nn- 2 ) s A +' A ' 1 h . h = 1 2, or ln genera , av1ng c osen 
1 , ••• ,Ai-l such that 
(Nn-(i~d)s = A
1 
+A
2 
+ ... Ai-i we choose Ai such that 
n-i s • • • (N ) =A1+Az+ ... +A .. 
1 
Since NiNn-i = 0 but NiNn- ( i - 1 ) '/. 0, we have 
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( Nn- i ) s J. ( Nn- ( i- 1 ) ) s for 1. = 1 1 ( . t . ,.. , ... ,n- see propos1. 1.on 
1.1.2). Thus A."/; 0 fori= l, ... ,n-1. 
1. 
Choose 
orthogonal idempotents el,··· ,e of Q such that e.Q =A. 
n 1. 1. 
for i = 1, ... , n - 1 and e 1 + ••• + e = 1. n Since 
( Nn- i ) s = e 1 Q + . . . + e . Q , ( e . + Q -i- • • • -i- e Q ) n R + Nn- i is 1. 1. 1 n 
a large right ideal of R. Also, 
because Nn-1. is a two-sided ideal of R. But Z(QR) = 0 
0 for 
for i = 1, ... , n - 1. Thus for i > j , e. Re. = 
l J 
e . ) e. = 0 . Hence 
J J 
R C ~ e.Qe. and consequently .~.e.Qe. is also a right 
- i~j l J l~J l J 
order in Q. By theorem 2.1.4, we conclude that 
dim e 1 Q > dim e. Q for i = 2, ... ,n and dim e Q )- ~ 0 • 1. n · 
This proves (i). 
Let A= {rER:e rER}. 
n 
A is a right ideal of R 
and contains a regular element of R. Hence A is also a 
right order in Q. Let x E e Qe be given. 
n n 
Then there 
exists a regular element c of A such that xc EA. Let 
k = e c = e ce . 
n n n 
Then k E K and xk =xe c = xc E K. 
n 
Furthermore, .R.(k,Q) n e Qe = 0 because i(c,Q) = 0. 
n n 
k has a right inverse in e Qe . 
n n 
This proves (ii). 
Thus 
Suppose N is a maximum nilpotent ideal of R. Our 
construction shows that N c ( 1- en) Q (1- e 1 ) • Now 
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K = e Q nR so that K is a right ideal of R. 
n 
Hence if I 
is a nilpotent ideal of K then IK is a nilpotent right 
ideal of R. But by assumption, N contains all the 
nilpotent right ideals of R. Hence IK C N, which 
implies IK = (1 -e )IK = 0, that is, IK = 0. 
n 
However, 
from (ii) we know that Zr(K) = 0 and therefore I = 0. 
By lemma 2.2.l,K is a prime ring. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
Remark. 
But even when N is a maximum nilpotent 
ideal, the ring .E.e.Qe. given by our construction does 
l~J l J 
not hug R closely enough for us to say much about T. 
Ideally, of course, one would like to be able to say that 
Tis a prime ring and is a right order in e 1 Qe 1 • It can 
be shown that if T C R then T contains no nilpotent 
ideals. However, simple examples (similar to example 1 
below) show that T need not be a right order in e 1 Qe 1 • 
There are two interesting corollaries to theorem 
2 • 2 . 2 . 
COROLLARY 2.2.3 All right orders in Q are prime rings 
if and only if QQ is of finite or of countably infinite 
dimension. 
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Proof. If R is a right order in Q and R is not 
a prime ring, then R contains nonzero nilpotent ideals 
by lemma 2 2 • 1. Theorem 2.2.2 ·now tells us that dim Q 
must be uncountable. The converse follows immediately 
from theorem 2.1.1. 
I 
1n Q, then R is a pr1me r1ng. 
Proof. us suppose that R 1s not a prime ring. 
Then by lemma 2.2.1, R must contain a nonzero ideal N 
with N2 = 0. Hence by theorem 2.2.2, there 1s an 
idempotent e of Q such that R C eQ + Q ( 1 - e) , dim eQ dim Q 
and 1 ~ e t 0. Let P eQ+Q(l-e). Then P is also a 
left order ln Q. By proposition 1.2.4, QeQ = Q. Hence 
there 
that 
PeQ = Q. 
p = Q. 
st x 1 , ••• ,x EQ and a 1 , ••• ,a EeQ such that n n 
Choose a regular element c E P such 
E P for i = 1,. . , n. Then c E PeQ and thus 
But this implies that P 2 PeQ = Q, that is, 
Clearly this is impossible since (1- e)Qe ~ 0. 
FIEmce R is a prime ring. 
If R is a non-prime right order in Q, then theorem 
2.2.2 tells us roughly how R sits in Q, namely, as a 
subring of a block triangular matrix ring with the size 
the blocks as described in the theorem. But apar>t 
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from this, we have not said anything really significant 
about R. It would appear that there is a certain amount 
of pathology present, which makes a complete d~scription 
of a right order in Q rather difficult if dim Q 1s 
uncountable. 
difficulties. 
The next proposition illustrates the 
PROPOSITION 2. 2. 5 Suppose dim Q = ~ > ~ 0 • Let ~ 1 and 
H" be any cardinals sfying ~ > ~~~ > ~~ > ~ 0 • e, f 
and g be orthogonal idempotents of Q with e + f + g = 1, 
dim eQ = ~' dim fQ = ~~ and dim gQ = ~". 
N = eQ ( 1 - e) + fQg. If A is any subring of fQf and 
T and K are right orders 1n eQe and gQg respectively, 
then the r1ng R = T + A + K + N is a right order in Q. 
Remark. A matrix representation of R would look something 
like the diagram below. 
T + eQe N 
fQf + A 
gQg + K 
.3.7. 
Proof. Let x E Q be given. By theorem 2.1.1, 
there exists a E eQ + Qg such that a is a unit in Q and 
xa E eQ + Qg. Let xa :: b. Then, by using essentially 
the same argument as in the proof of lemma 2.1.3, but with 
three idempotents instead, there exists a unit cEQ such 
that ac, beER. Then x(ac) E R and ac is a regular 
element of R. The only snag is showing that regular 
elements of R are units in Q. We shall show in 
Chapter III (proposition 3.3.4) that dim Q is 
infinite, then any nonzero le ideal of Q intersects 
nontrivially with any right order in Q(only proposition 
1.2.2 is required for the proof). Now let b be a regular 
element of R. We have shown that (Q \I R)R, Hence 
r(b,Q) = 0. Let I = ~(b,Q) and suppose I ~ 0. Then 
In eQ 'f. 0. Pick 0 'f. a E I n eQ. Since a ~ R, ae 'f. 0. 
By the result quoted above, there exists a E eQe such 
that aae '/. 0 and aae E T, But now 0 '/. aa E R and 
aab = 0. This is the contradiction we were seeking. 
Hence ~(b,Q) = 0 and b is therefore a unit in Q. The 
proof complete. 
Remarks. (1) Note that Q = eQe and that gQg (respective 
fQf) is a left 1 linear ring with right dimension 
~~~ (respectively~'). Hence a study of right orders 
in full linear rings of dimension ~ requires knowledge 
of right orders in full linear rings of dimension H". 
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(2) If dim Q lS uncountable, then proposition 2.2.5 
provides examples of right orders in Q which do not 
contain a maxlmum nilpotent ideal and whose Jacobson 
radical lS not nil. For example, take~~ = ~" = ~ 0 , 
T = eQe, K = gQg and take A to be a radical ring, but 
not a nil ring, containing no maximum nilpotent ideal 
(for example, strictly upper triangular ~ 0 x ~ 0 matrices). 
In general, for R as in 2. 2. 5, Rad R = Rad T + Rad A+ 
Rad K + N. 
If ln theorem 2.2.2 it is assumed that N is a 
maximum nilpotent ideal of R, one might expect K to be 
a right order in e Qe . 
n n 
We show, by a simple example, 
that this is not necessarily the case. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let Q have uncountable dimension and let 
e, f and g be orthogonal idempotents of Q with e + f + g = 1, 
dim fQ =dim gQ = ~ 0 • Let R = eQ+ Qg+ socle (1- e)Q(l- e). 
Let N = eQ ( 1 - e). Then N is a maximum nilpotent ideal 
of R with N2 = 0, but the construction given in the 
proof of theorem 2.2.2 could have given R as a subring 
of ~ e.Qe. where e 1 = e, e 2 = 1- e, in which case 
1 . . 2 l J ~l~J~ 
K = (e 2Qe2)g + socle (e 2Qe 2 ) is not a right order in 
EXAMPLE 2. Let Q, e, f and g be the same as in example 1, 
and let R = eQ + Qg. In this case N = eQ ( 1- e) + fQg 
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is a maximum nilpotent ideal of R with N3 = 0, N2 ~ o. 
Our> constr>uction could have recover>ed the idempotents 
e, f and g, that is, e1 = e, e2 = f, e3 = g. If this 
wer>e the case then e2Re2 = 0. Hence we can not hope. to 
say much about the intermediate diagonal blocks e.Re., 
~ ~ 
i = 2, ... ,n- 1, ar>ising from the idempotents e 1 , ••• ,e n 
in theor>em 2.2.2. 
Let M be the maximum ideal of Q, that is, 
M = {xEQ:dim xQ <dim Q} if dim Q is infinite, and M = 0 
if dim Q is finite. Let Q = Q/M and for> a subset X of 
Q let X denote the image of X under> the canonical mapping 
of Q onto Q. With all the right orders R in Q that 
we have met so far R = Q, so that we have no evidence of 
misbehaviour> in R. The standard proof given to show 
that a right or>der in a simple Artinian ring must be a 
pr>ime r>ing (see, for example, Goldie [l] theor>em 13), 
actually shows that a r>ight or>der> A any simple ring B 
with identity is a prime r>ing, even without the require-
ment that r>egular elements of A be units in B. We 
r>ecord a particular> case of this observation 1n 
PROPOSITION 2.2.6 Let R be a right or>der> in Q. Let M 
be the maximum ideal of Q and let Q = Q/M. If R denotes 
the image of R under> the canonical mapping of Q onto Q, 
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then R is a prime ring. 
Suppose R is a right order in Q and suppose R 
contains a nonzero nilpotent ideal. By theorem 2.2.2, 
there is an idempotent e of Q, e ~ 0, 1, such that 
R C eQ + Q ( 1- e). Let B = eQ n R. B an ideal R 
and is closed as a right ideal of R (see proposition 
1.1. 3). Since e ¢. 0, 1, eQ + Q ( 1 - e) is a proper sub-
ring of Q. Hence there exists a regular element cER 
-1 
such that c fl. eQ + Q(l- e). Then ce = ece but 
-1 ..J. c e ,... ec- 1e. Thus 
n eQ =>ceQ:::> ... :::> c eQ:J 
is a strictly descending chain. 
phism of proposition 1.1.3, 
By the lattice isomor-
n 
eQ n R :::> (ceQ) n R :::> .•. :::> ( c eQ) n R :::> 
is a strictly descending chain of closed right ideals of 
R. Now if s denotes closure in L(RR)' then 
(cnB) 8 = (cneQ) n R. Thus we have 
PROPOSITION 2.2.7 If R is a right order in Q and if R 
is not a prime ring, then there exist a two-sided ideal 
B of R, B closed as a right ideal of R, and a regular 
element c of R such that 
1s a strictly descending chain of closed right ideals of R. 
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Of course, if R is a prime ring then the only non-
zero ideal of R which is closed as a right ideal of R 
is R itself. Thus in a prime ring, above chain 
does not get past the first term. It also follows from 
the above proposition that a right order 1n a simple 
Artinian ring is a prime ring since such a ring 
minimum condition on closed right ideals (proposition 
1.1.3). 
CHAPTER TII 
INTRINSIC EXTENSIONS OF 'PRIME RINGS 
In this chapter we study the nature of the require-
ment that regular elements of a right order R in Q be 
units ln Q. Whereas this requirement is redundant if 
dim Q lS finite, we show quite simply, in §3, that 
when dim Q is infinite it is such that nonzero left 
ideals of Q must have nonzero intersection with R, that 
ls, Q is left intrinsic over R. We anticipate this ln 
§§1 and 2 by studying intrinsic extensions of prime 
Our principal result in this direction (theorem 
3.2.1) permits a number of corollaries, among which are 
a result of Hutchinson when specialized to prime rings 
(3.2.8), a one-sided version of a theorem of Utumi 
(3.2.10), and corollary 3.2.9 which enables us to show 
in §3 that a prime right order in Q must hav~ Q as a 
left quotient ring if dim Q is infinite. However, 
because of its possible independent interest, a more 
direct proof of 3.2.9 is given in §3 by using a result 
of Faith. Finally, §4 contains some observations con-
cerning the rings K + socle D , where K is a right order 
00 00 
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in D, D a division ring, and where K (resp. D ) denotes 
00 00 
the ring of all H0 x Ho column-finite ·matrices over K 
(resp. D). 
Although only §§3 and 4 are directly concerned with 
right orders in full linear rings, we will have occasion 
to refer to some results of §§l and 2 in later chapters. 
SECTION 1 
Following Faith and Utumi [l] we call a ring 
extension S of a ring R right (resp. left) intrinsic 
over R in case A nR ~ 0 for each nonzero right (resp. 
left) ideal A of S. Faith and Utumi in [l] studied the 
problem of when S right intrinsic over R implies S is a 
right quotient ring of R. We shall also be concerned 
with this problem in the case where R is a prime ring. 
Notice that even in this case the above implication is 
not automatic. For example, take S to be a field and 
R a proper subfield of S. 
In this section we establish a result of Utumi on 
when the MRQ ring of a ring R with Zr(R) = 0 is left 
intrinsic over R. 
LEMMA 3.1.1 Let S be a ring with Z~(S) = 0 and suppose 
S is left intrinsic over R. Let e be an idempotent of 
S and let B = Se n R. Then r ( B , S) = ( 1 - e) S . 
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Proof. Clearly (1- e)S C r(B,S). Let a E r ( B , S ) 
and let Y :: Ha, S). Suppose Se 1:- y. Then Sen Y '1- Se 
and since Sen Y is a closed left ideal of s (proposition 
1.1.2) we can find a nonzero left ideal K of S such that 
K c Se and K n Y = 0 . But then (Kn R)a = 0 and Kn R f. 0, 
which contradicts K n Y = 0. Thus Se C Y and therefore 
aE(l-e)S. Hence r ( B , S) = ( 1 - e) S . 
THEOREM 3.1.2 (Utumi [4] theorem 2.2). Let R be a ring 
with Z (R) = 0. 
r 
Then the closed right ideals of R are 
its right annihilator ideals if and only if the MRQ ring 
of R is ft intrinsic over R. 
Proof. Let S be the MRQ ring of R. B is a 
closed right ideal of R then B = eS n R for some 
idempotent e S (propositions 1.1.3 and 1.1.4). Hence, 
S is left intrins over R then, by lemma 3.1.1, 
B = r(S(l- e) n R, R). In particular, B is a right 
annihilator ideal of R. 
Conversely, suppose the closed right ideals of R 
are right annihilator ideals. If S is not left intrinsic 
over R then there exists an idempotent e of S, e f. 0, 
such that Se n R = 0. Let K = ( 1 - e) S n R. Then K is a 
closed right ideal of R with ~(K,R) = senR = 0. Since 
K is a right annihilator ideal of R, we must have K = R. 
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But this is clearly impossible because eS n R 1- 0. Thus 
S left intrinsic over R and this completes the proof 
of 3.1.2. 
It is appropriate here to state (without proof) a 
theorem of Utumi for which we offer a one-sided version 
in §2 (corollary 3.2.10). 
THEOREM 3.1.3 (Utumi [4] theorem 3.3). Let R be a ring 
0 • Then every one-sided quotient 
ring R is a two-sided quotient ring of R if and only 
if the closed one-sided ideals of R are the corresponding 
one-sided annihilator ideals. 
For the sake of completeness we also state the main 
result of Faith and Utumi [1], which gives sufficient 
conditions for an intrinsic extension to be a quotient 
extension. 
THEOREM 3.1.4 (Faith and Utumi [1] theorem 3.1). R 
be a ring with Z (R) = 0. 
r 
Suppose the MRQ ring of R is 
left intrinsic over R, and does not contain any nonzero 
strongly regular ideals (as rings). Then any right 
intrinsic extension of R is' a right quotient ring of R. 
Remarks. (1) R is a prime ring, but not an integral 
domain, then its MRQ ring does not contain any nonzero 
strongly regular ideals (see Utumi [2] theorem 4). 
(2) Faith and Utumi describe their hypothesis, that 
the MRQ ring of R be left intrinsic over R, as being 
rather dubious. We shall see that for a prime ring R 
containing uniform right ideals, but not an integral 
domain, it is equivalent to saying that the MRQ ring of 
R is a left quotient ring of R. This is not satisfied, 
for example, even by the ring of all H0 x H0 column-
finite matrices over the integers. 
SECTION 2 
In the case of a prime ring R which has Z (R) = 0 
r 
and contains uniform right ideals, one can say a great 
deal more about when a right intrinsic extension of R lS 
a right quotient ring of R. Our main result states: 
THEOREM 3.2.1 Let R be a prime ring but not an integral 
domain. If S is a r1ng which is right intrinsic over R 
and if S has Zr(S) = 0 and contains uniform right ideals, 
then S is a right quotient ring of R. 
The proof requires several lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.2.2 Suppose Q is a simple Artinian ring but 
not a division r1ng. Then Q is generated by its 
idempotents. 
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Proof. Let e be a primitive idempotent of Q. 
Since (1-e)Q f:. 0, (1-e)Q contains a right ideal 
which is isomorphic to eQ. Hence there exist 
13 E eQ(l e), o E (1- e)Qe such that So = e. Let 
X EeQ. Then x = exe + x ( 1 - e) = S ( o x e) + x ( 1 - e) 
= [e + 13] [ 1 - e] [ e + 6 x e] + [ e + x ( 1 - e)] [ 1 - e] 
with each bracketed term an idempotent. 
Since Q is equal to the sum of its minimal right ideals, 
it is clear that Q, as a , is generated by its 
idempotents. 
LEMMA 3.2.3 Let S be a ring with identity, E a set of 
generators for S (as a ring) and R a subring of S 
containing units of S. Let U = { c E R: c a unit in S} 
and T = { x E S: xc E R for some c E U}. 
-1 
c c E for 
Proof. 
1 c EU, S = T. 
Let x E T and e E E. 
E C T and if 
Then there exists 
c EU such that xc E R. -1 Choose dE U such that (c ec)d E R 
-1 Then ( xe) ( cd) :::: ( xc) ( c ec) dE R. Thus xeE T. Hence 
finite products of elements in E belong to T. Let 
and d EU . e 1 , ••• , en E E 
. -1 (d e d) ET. 
n 
Now let e 1 , ••• , e and f 1 , ••• , f E E. n m 
Choose d E U such (f 1 f 2 ••• f )dE R and choose cE U m 
such that (e 1 ••• e d)c E R. n 
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Since E is a set of 
generators for S, the result is now immediate. 
LEMMA 3.2.4 Let Q be a simple Artinian r1ng, but not a 
division ring, and let R be a subring of Q. R is a 
prime ring and if Q is right intrinsic over R, then R is 
a right order in Q. 
Proof. dim Q = n. Let e be a primitive 
idempotent of Q and let U = eQ n R. Observe that for 
a E U, a '/. 0, Qa is a minimal left ideal of Q since aQ is 
a minimal right ideal of Q. Suppose we have found 
a 1 , ••• , a E U, m < n, such that Qa 1 + ... + Qa is a direct m m 
sum. Choose an idempotent f of Q such that 
Qa 1 + ... + Qam = Qf. Since Q is right intrinsic over R 
and R is a prime ring, we have U[ (1- f)Q() R] f. 0. 
Choose am+ 1 E U 
Qam+ 1 ~ Qf and 
such that am+l (1- f) '/. 0. 
hence Qa n Qf = 0 • Thus 
m+1 
Then 
Qa + ... + Qa + Qa + is a direct sum. 1 m m 1 Clearly then, 
there exist a1, ... ,a E U such that Qa 1 + 1 ••• + Qa = Q, n n 
and hence there exi orthogonal idempotents f 1 , ••• , 
Q with f 1 + , •• + f = l and Qf. n R '/. 0 for i = l, ... ,n. 
n 1 
Now let g be an arbitrary nonzero idempotent of Q. 
Then there exist an integer k, k~ n, and orthogonal 
primitive idempotents g 1 , ••• ,gn of Q, such that 
g = g 1 + ... + gk and l = g 1 + ... + gn · Since g. Q n R f. 0 l 
4-9. 
and Qf. nR .,. o, primeness of R 
l 
impl s g. Qf. n R 
l l 
.,. 0 for 
i = l, ... ,n. Choose c. E g. Qf. nR, c. .,. 0 ' for i = 1, ... ,n l l l l 
and let c = cl+ ... + c . n Then c is a unit of Q and 
' 
gc = c 1 + ... + ck E R. It now follows from lemmas 3.2.2 
and 3.2.3 that R is a right order in Q. 
LEMMA 3.2.5 Suppose R is a pr1me ring and Q is a right 
quotient ring of R. If f is a prmdtive idempotent of 
Q such that Qf n R '#. 0, then fQf n R is a right order in 
fQf. 
Proof. Let x E fQf, x -1. 0 . Choose rE R such that 
E R and 0 -1. xr E R. Since R is a prime ring, 
xr( Qf n R) 'f. 0. Hence there exists y E fQf n R such that 
0 ¢ xy E fQf n R. Since fQf is a division ring, it is 
clear that fQf n R a right order fQf. 
LEMMA 3.2.6 Let R be a subring of Q and suppose Q is 
right intrinsic over R. Let e be a nonzero idempotent 
of Q and let K = eQen R. If R is a prime ring and if 
Qe = Qa for some a E R, then K is a prime ring and eQe is 
right intrinsic over K. 
Proof. Let X E eQe, X f. 0. Since xQ n R 1- 0 and 
Qe nR f. o, primeness of R implies that (xQn R)(Qen R) "!. o. 
Hence x(eQe) n K f:. 0. Thus eQe is right intrinsic over 
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K. It follows that Z (K) = r 0. Now suppose I and J 
are two-sided ideals of K with IJ = 0. Let L = Qe n R 
and B = eQ n R. Then (IB)(LJ) = 0' which implies IB = 
or LJ = 0 because R is a prlme ring. IB = 0 impli(3s 
IK = 0, which in turn implies I = 0 because Z (K) = 0. 
r 
LJ = 0 implies aJ = 0, which implies J = (1- e)J = 0. 
Thus K is a prlme ring and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.2.7 Let Q be a left full linear ring but not 
0 
a division ring. If Q is right intrinsic over a subring 
R and if R is a prime ring, then Q is a right quotient 
ring of R. 
Proof. Let V be a minimal right ideal of Q and let 
Choose x E U, x f:. 0. By the argument used in 
the proof of lemma 3. 2. 4, we can find y E U, y f:. 0, such 
that Qx n Qy = 0. Choose orthogonal idempotents f and g 
of Q such that Qx = Qf and Qy = Qg. Then Qf(l R f:. 0 and 
Qg n R f:. o. Hence, since Q is right intrinsic over R 
and R is a prime ring, we have fQf n R f:. 0 and gQg n R f. 0. 
Let e = f + g. Then it is clear that there exists a E R 
such that Qa = Qe. Let K = eQe n R. By lemma 3.2.6, K 
is a prime ring and eQe is right intrinsic over K. 
Hence, since eQe is a simple Artinian ring but not a 
division ring, K lS a right order in eQe by lemma 3.2.4. 
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By lemma 3.2.5, fKf nK is a right order in f(eQe)f = fQf. 
In particular, fQf n R is a right order in fQf. 
Now let xEQf,x 7- 0. Since (xQnR)(Qfn R) '# 0, 
there exists bE fQf such that 0 -;. xb E Qf n R. fQfn R 
being a right order ln fQf, we can choose y E fQf n R such 
that 0 'F by E fQf n R. Since Qf is a right vector space 
over fQf, we have x(by) 7- 0 and thus 
o -;. x(by) E x(Qf n R) n (Qf n R). Hence Qf is a right 
quotient ring of Qf n R. Since Q is a prime ring, Q is 
a right quotient ring of Qf and it follows that Q is 
therefore a right quotient ring of R. 
the proof of 3.2.7. 
This completes 
We now have all the lemmas we need to prove 
theorem 3.2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1. Let T be the MRQ ring 
S. It is easily seen that T is a prime ring but not an 
integral domain. By propositions 1.1.3 and 1.1.4, T has 
nonzero socle. Thus T is a left full linear ring by 
proposition 1.2.2. Clearly T is also right intrinsic 
over Rand hence, by lemma 3.2.7, Tis a right quotient 
ring of R. In particular, S is a right quotient rlng 
of Rand this completes the proof of 3.2.1. 
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Hutchinson in [1] characterized intrinsic extensions 
of semiprime right Goldie rings. Our first corollary 
to theorem 3.2.1 is Hutchinson's resultwhen specialized 
to prime right Goldie rings. 
COROLLARY 3.2.8 (Hutchinson [1] theorem 4.5). Let R 
a prime right Goldie ring but not an integral domain. 
If S is a ring which is right intrinsic over R and if 
Zr(S) = O,then S is a right quotient ring of R. 
Proof. All we need to show is that S contains 
uniform right ideals. However, since an infinite direct 
sum of nonzero right ideals of S would give rise to an 
infinite direct sum of nonzero right ideals of R, it is 
clear that S has finite right dimension. Thus, by a 
standard argument, S contains uniform right ideals. 
Our next corollary is an immediate consequence of 
theorem 3.2.1. 
COROLLARY 3.2.9 Let R be a prime ring with Zr(R) = 0, 
but not an integral domain, and suppose R contains 
uniform right ideals. Let S be the MRQ ring of R. 
Then S is a left quotient ring of R if and only if S is 
left intrinsic over R. 
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We restate corollary 3.2.9, using theorem 3.1.2, 
in order to view as a one-sided version of Utumi's 
result, theorem 3.1.3. 
COROLLARY 3.2.10 R be a prime ring with Zr(R) = 0, 
but not an integral domain, and suppose R contains 
uniform right ideals. Then every right quotient 
of R is also a left quotient ring of R if and only 
the closed right s of R are s right annihilator 
s. 
Our final corollary concerns when a prime 
Goldie ring is also a left Goldie rlng. The resu ls 
probably well known, although in Goldie [2] the problem 
of when a right order R in a simple Artinian ring is also 
a order (theorem 5.6) lS considered separately from 
problem of when closed (= complement) right ideals 
of Rare right annihilator ideals (theorem 3.12). 
COROLLARY 3.2.11 Let R be a prime right Goldie ring 
but not an integral domain. Then R is a left Goldie 
and only the closed right ideals of R are the 
right annihilator ideals. 
Proof. By theorem 3.1.2, if R is a left Goldie 
ring then the closed right ideals of R are its right 
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annihilator ideals. The converse follows from corollary 
3.2.10 (actually, only theorem 3.1.2 and lemma 3.2.4 are 
needed). 
An obvious example of where the one-sided vers1on 
Utumi's result (3.1.3) fails, is obtained by choosing 
R to be a right Ore domain but not a left Ore domain. 
In view the proof of theorem 3.2.1, one could possibly 
attribute the failure in this case to the fact that the 
MRQ ring of R is not generated by its idempotents. The 
following is an example of an irreducible ring R (see 
chapter I for definition), with dim RR = 2, for which the 
one sided version of 3.1.3 s. 
EXAMPLE 1 Let K be a right Ore domain but not a left 
Ore domain, and let D be the right quotient division ring 
of K. Let S = D2 (the ring of all 2 x 2 matrices over D) 
and let R be the subring of S which consi s of all 
matrices of the form 
where k E K and a, bE D. Since R contains a nonzero left 
ideal of s, S is a right quotient ring of R. Thus S is 
the MRQ ring of R and dim RR = 2. However, under the 
natural embedding of K in R left ideals of K remain 
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ideals of R, so that dim RR is infinite. So s is 
certainly not a quotient ring of R. But it is 
easily checked that s is left intrinsic over R. By 
theorem 3.1.2, the closed right ideals of R are its 
right annihilator ideals. 
of 3.1.3 breaks down here. 
SECTION 3 
Hence the one-sided version 
We begin this section with a result of Faith, which 
we will use to give a more direct proof of corollary 
3.2.9. 
THEOREM 3.3.1 (Faith [1] p.l03). Let R be a prime ring 
with Zr(R) = O, and containing uniform right ideals. Let 
S be the MRQ ring of R and let e be a primitive idempotent 
of s. Let u = esn R and D = eSe. Then s lS a ft 
quotient ring of R if and only if 
(i) Ue lS a left Ore domain, and 
(ii) DU = eS. 
Proof. Suppose s is a le quotient ring of R. 
Let dE D, d .,. 0. Choose rER such that er, drE R with 
dr # 0. Since R(SVR) and R is a prime ring, we have 
dr(senR) f. 0 • Thus, letting K = eSe n R, we have dKn K f. 0. 
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Similarly one shows that Kd n K f:. 0. Since D is a division 
ring and K C Ue ~ D, it lS clear that Ue is both a left 
-
and a right Ore domain and D is its quotient division 
rlng. Now let xE eS, X f:. 0 . Let L = Sx nR. Then 
L f:. 0 and by primeness of R, UL f:. 0 . Choose uE UL, 
u f:. o. Then uE Dx and since D(eS) is a vector space, 
this implies x E Du. Thus eSC DU and hence eS = DU. 
Conversely, let us suppose that (i) and (ii) are 
satisfied. Since ( S IJ R) R and R is a prime ring, a 
calculation similar to the one above shows that Ue lS a 
right Ore domain with right quotient division ring D. 
Hence (i) implies that D is also the left quotient 
division ring of Ue. 
Now let yES, y f:. 0. Then ( S IJ R)R and R prime 
imply Uy f:. 0. Choose u E U such that uy f:. 0. By ( ii) 
uy = d 1 u 1 + + d u for some d. E D, u. E U, i = l, ... , n. n n l l 
Since Ue is a left order in D, there exists uE U, such 
that ue f:. 0 and (ue)d. EUe fori = 1, ... ,n. 
l 
Then 
0 f:. uuyE Ryn R. It is now clear that S is a left 
quotient ring of R. This completes the proof of 3.3.1. 
LEMMA 3.3.2 For R, S, e and U as in 3.3.1, S is a left 
quotient ring of R if and only if S is left intrinsic 
over R and Ue ls a left Ore domain. 
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Proof. The "only if 11part follows immediately from 
3.3.1. Conversely, if S is left intrinsic over R 
Ue is a left Ore domain, then one can check that the 
proof used in showing the necessity of (ii) in theorem 
3.3.1 goes over without change. result now follows 
from that theorem. 
By propositions 1.1.3 and 
1.2.2, S is a left l linear but not a division 
Let e be a ive idempotent of S and 
Let D = e 
intrinsic over R but Let us suppose that S is 
not a left quotient ring of R. Then by lemma 3.3.2, Ue 
is not a left Ore domain. Hence there exist nonzero 
k1, k2 E Ue such that Uek1 n Uek2 = 0, that is, Uk1 nuk2 = 0. 
Since S is left intrinsic over R and R is a prime ring, 
we have ( l -· e) Se n R '/; 0 ( 1- e ~ 0 because S is not a 
division ring). Choose f3 E ( 1 - e) Se n R, f3 '/; 0, and choose 
orthogonal idempotents f, g E S such that fS = SS and 
e + f + g = 1 ( g is possibly 0) • Choose o E eSf such that 
of3 = e, that is, 6 provides the inverse of the isomorphism 
x+ Sx of eS onto Let -1 k 1 ' 
-1 
k2 ' denote the inverses 
of k 1, k2 in D. Since 
-1 kl k;
1
o '/; 0 and s is 
intrinsic R, -1 -1 6) n R '/; 0 . Choose over we have S(kl -k2 
xES f; -1 -1 let x( 1 -1 such that 0 x(k 1 -kzo)ERand a = l - kz o). 
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Then ak1 = xe and aSk2 = -xe. 
Furthermore ag = 0 so that a = ae + af E socle S. 
Choose nonzero orthogonal primitive idempotents 
e 1, ••• ,en E S such that a E e 1 S + .•• + e S. n s 
intrinsic over R and R a prime ring imply eSe. n R f. 0 
l 
for i = l, ... ,n. Choose o. E eSe. n Rand !3. E e.Se, 
l l l l 
i = 1, ... ,n, such that S. o. = e .. 
l l l 
Since ak1 + aSk2 = 0, 
Moreover, o . a E U and o 6 E U, 
l 
Hence, since Uk 1 n Uk2 ::: o, we have O.ak1 = O.aSk2 = 
l l 
Hence o. ae 
l 
0 and o.as = 0. 
l 
SS = fS, o.aS = 0 implies o.af = 0. 
l l 
Hence 
s.o.ae 
l l 
s.o 
l 
l = l, ... ,n. 
= 0, which implies = e 
Furthermore, ag = 0 implies 
= e. ae + e. af = 0 for i = 1, ... , n. 
l l 
Thus, 
Since 
= 0 
0 for 
= 0. But a was chosen to be nonzero. 
From this contradiction we deduce that S is a left 
quotient ring of R if S is left intrinsic over R. Th,, 
converse is obvious so the proof is complete. 
Remarks (1) Cateforis and Sandomierski [1] have recently 
proved the following interesting result (theorem 1.1): 
let R be a ring with identity and Z (R) = 0, and let S 
r 
be the MRQ ring of R. Then S is a left quotient ring 
of R if and only every finitely generated right R-
module with zero singular submodule is torsionless (that 
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is, can be embedded in a direct product of cop1es of RR). 
( 2) See so Cateforis [ 3 1 theorem 2. 3. There 
lS shown that Zr(R) = 0 and dim RR < oo, then s (as in 
(1)) is a left quotient ring R if and only if SR is 
However, an obvious example, by taking R to be 
a regular left s £-injective ring which is not right 
self-injective, shows that the assumption that RR 
finite dimensional is, in general, essential for this 
result. 
We now return to the study of right orders in a 
le full linear ring Q, 
PROPOSITION 3.3.4 Suppose dim Q is infinite. R 
is a right order in Q then Q is ft intrinsic over R. 
Proof. us suppose that Q is not left 
intrins over R. Since Q has nonzero socle, this means 
that we can find a primitive idempotent e of Q such 
Qe n R = o. By proposition 1.2.3 we must have 
Hence there dim ( 1 - e) Q = dim Q and hence QQ - ( 1 - e) Q. 
exists an element c E Q with cr = 0 and cQ (1-e)Q, 
that is, c~ = Qe. Since R 1s a right order in Q, there 
exists a E R with a invertib in Q and ca E R. 
y = ca. Then ~(y ,R) Hc,R)= QenR = 0 and r(y,R) = 0, 
that is, y is a regular element of R. But since 
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i(y,Q) = Qe ~ 0, y is not regular in Q. Thus R has 
failed to meet one of the requirements for a right order 
in Q. We conclude, therefore, that Q left intrinsic 
over R. 
Combining 3.3.4 with 3.2.9 and 2.2.3, we obtain the 
main result this section. 
THEOREM 3.3.5 Let R a right order in Q. If dim Q 
is countable then Q is a left quotient ring of R. In 
general, if dim Q is infinite and R is a prime ring, 
then Q is a left quotient ring of R. 
SECTION 4 
If dim Q is finite and if R is a right order in Q, 
then Q is a left quotient ring of R only when R is so 
a left order in Q. In this section we show, among other 
things, that this is no longer the case when the dim Q 
1s infinite. 
For a ring A, A
00 
will denote the ring of 
.H 0 x .H 0 column-finite matrices over A. 
Let D be a division ring. If Q = D , n < oo, then 
n 
essent ly the only way to construct a right order R in 
Q to take a right order K in D and take R to be a 
subring of Q containing K (Faith and Utumi [2] ). If 
n 
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Q = D
00 
and R = K
00
, then the elements Q can still be 
-1 
expressed 1n the form ab , a and b in R with b invertible 
in Q, but unless each countable collection of nonzero 
le ideals of K has nonzero intersection, there will be 
elements of K which are regular K but not in D , or, 
00 00 00 
in the language of §3, D
00 
will not left intrinsic over 
K
00
• For suppose there exist nonzero elements ki of K, 
00 
i 1, ... ,oo, such that nKk. = o. 1 1 e be the matrix 1n 
Q(= D
00
) whose first row is (1, ki 1 , -1 k 2 ' ••• , 
and whose other rows consist of all zeros. 
-1 
k. ' 1 
Then 
•• fl ) 
is 
easily seen that Qe n R = 0, which contradicts proposition 
3 • 3 • 4 • Alternatively, the element y given by the 
matrix below 
-l-1-1 ••. -1 .... 
k10 0 
0 k20 
. .. 
k. 
1 
.. 
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is regular in R but not ln Q, since ~(y,Q) = Qe, 
r(y,Q) = 0. The above observations form the first half 
of the following proposition. The proof of the second 
half is straight forward and will be omitted. 
PROPOSITION 3.4.1 Let D be a division rlng and let K be 
a right order in D. Let Q = D
00 
and let R = K
00
• If R 
is a right order in Q then each countable collection of 
nonzero left ideals of K has nonzero intersection. 
Conversely, if K has this property then R is a right 
order and also a left order in Q. 
Suppose R is a subring of Q such that the elements 
- 1 
of Q can be expressed in the form ab , a and b in R with 
b invertible in Q. Even if R does not meet the require-
ment that its regular elements be units in Q, R+ socle Q 
certainly does. Hence R + socle Q is a right order in Q. 
Thus the first part of the next proposition is clear. 
PROPOSITION 3.4.2 Let D be a division ring and let K be 
a right order in D. Let Q = D and let R = K + socle Q. 
00 00 
Then R is a right order in Q. Furthermore, R is also a 
left order in Q if and only if K has the countable 
intersection property for left ideals. 
Proof. Suppose R is a left order in Q and suppose 
K does not satisfy the countable intersection property. 
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Then there exists a set {ki} i EN of nonzero elements of 
K, where N 1s the set of natural numbers, such that 
n Kk. = o. 
iEN 1 
Write N = UN. where each N. is infinite iEN l l 
and N. n N. = <t> if i "f. j . 
l J For each i EN, choose a 1- 1 
onto map f ( i) : N. -+ N. 
l 
Define x E Q to be the matrix ( x .. ) 
l] 
- 1 
where xij = kf(i)(j) if j E N. , otherwise x. . = 0. l l] Then 
it is easily seen that for y E R, yx E R implies y E socle Q. 
This is the desired contradiction and hence the proof of 
3.4.2 is complete. 
I 
Remarks. (1) There do exist integral domains (commutative 
in fact) with the countable intersection property for 
left ideals. See Faith [1], p.l29, problem 12. 
(2) Let n·and K be as in 3.4.2. Let ~ be an 
infinite cardinal and let Q(resp. R) be the ring of all 
~ x ~ column-finite matrices over D ( resp. K). Then it 
is clear how the proof of 3.4.2 could be modified so as 
to show that R+ socle Q is a left order in Q if and only 
if 
of 
for each collection {I a} a E Q 
K with IQI = ~, n I "f. o 
aEQ a · 
of nonzero left ideals 
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CHAPTER IV 
IONS 
When Q has finite dimension, right orders in Q are 
distinguishable from the other subrings of Q over which 
Q is a right quotient ring by their possession of a 
property, primeness, which is not a finiteness property, 
However, if dim Q is infinite and Q 1s a right quotient 
ring of R, then it seems unlikely that there is a reason~ 
non~finiteness condition which, when s s 
R, will ensure that R is a right order in Q (after l, 
there are regular rings with identity which have Q as a 
proper right quotient ring), The relation "Q is a 
quotient ring of R'' is just too weak in this case to 
give any significant similarities in the right ide 
structures of Q and R. Specifically, the map ¢ whi 
sends a right ideal B of Q to BnR need not be one~to~one, 
and the map ~ which sends a right ideal I of R to IQ 
need not preserve intersections. We point out now that 
these properties for~ ring R with 
s equivalent, in the language of Findlay [1 
to requiring that Q be the (left) flat epirnorphic hull 
of R. 
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The contents of the present chapter are briefly as 
follows. Suppose Q is a right quotient ring of R. 
In §1 we introduce a finiteness condition (A), which for 
R 1s equivalent to ~ being one-to-one. In §2 we ask: 
R is a prime ring which has Q as a two-sided quotient 
ring, and if R + socle Q 1S a right order 1n Q, 1S R 
already a right order in Q? We give an affirmative 
answer if R satisfies (A) or if R has a classical right 
quotient ring. In §3 we take a closer look at the 
condition (A) and also introduce the notion of a reducing 
of elements in a ring. When dim Q is infinite, 
this notion plays a role similar to that of primeness 
when dim Q is finite, in so far as determining whether 
R is a right order in Q. If R sat fies (A) and 
contains a reducing pair of elements, then ~ preserves 
intersections. Actually, theorem 4.3.7 and corol 
4.3.8 say much more than this. Finally, in §4 we 
relate the condition (A) on R to Q being a flat epimorphic 
extension of R. 
SECTION 1 
Let MR be a right module over a ring R. 
said to be essentially finitely generated if there st 
EM such that x 1 R + ••• + x R is an essent n 
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submodule of MR. MR is said to be essentially 
principally generated if there exists xE M such that 
xR is an essential submodule of MR. 
following definition. 
We make the 
DEFINITION 4.1.1 A ring R is said to satisfy (A) 
(resp. (A 1 )) if Z (R) = 0 and each closed right ideal of r 
R is essentially finitely generated (resp. essentially 
principally generated) as a right R-module. 
PROPOSITION 4.1.2 (Cateforis [2] lemma 2.4). Suppose 
Q is a right quotient ring of Ro Then R satisfies (A) 
if and only if ( B n R) Q = B for all right ideals B of Q 5 
that is, if and only if the map B + B n R is one-to-one, 
Proof. Suppose R satisfies (A). Let B be a 
right ideal of Q. Let x E B o Then (A) implies that 
there exist x1, ... ,x in xQ n R such that x 1 R + n 
is an essential R-submodule of xQ n R. Then 
+X R 
n 
X 1 Q + •• , + X Q = xQ so that X E ( B n R) Q. 
n 
Thus B C ( B n R) Q. 
Clearly, (BnR)Q ~B. Hence (B nR)Q = B. 
To establish the converse, let K be a closed right 
ideal of R. Then K = eQ n R for some idempotent e of Q. 
Since eQ = KQ, there exist x 1 , ••• , x E K such that n 
It follows that x1R + ••• + x H. lS an 
n 
essential submodule of KR. Hence R satisfies (A)o 
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PROPOSITION 4.1.3 Suppose Q is a right quotient ring 
of R and so left intrinsic over R. Then the following 
are equivalent. 
(i) R satisfies (Al). 
(ii) The closed right ideals of R are of the form 
a tr, a E R, where annihilators are taken in R. 
( ) The le annihilator ideals of R are of the 
t form a , a E R. 
Proof. (i) implies ( ). Let K be a closed right 
ideal of R. Then there exists a E K such that aR is 
By proposition 1.1.2, at = Kt. By essential KR. 
theorem 3.1.2, K tr tr = K and hence K = a . This gives ( 
( ) implies ( i). Let J be a left annihilator 
ideal of R. By (ii), there exists aE R such that 
Jr = atr Hence J = Jrt = atrt = at This given (iii). 
( i) implies ( i) . Let K be a closed right ideal 
of R. By theorem 3.1.2, K = Ktr. Now (iii) implies 
that there exi s aE R such that Kt t (aR)t. = a = 
Since a E Ktr, we have a E K. By proposition 1.1. 2 and 
theorem 3.1.2, aR is essential in (aR) 2r. Hence aR 1s 
ssential This g s (i) and completes the 
proof of 4 .1. 3. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1.4 If R is a right order in Q, then R 
satisfies (A 1 ). Hence if dim Q is infinite, R satisfies 
(ii) and (iii) of 4.1.3. 
Proof. Let K be a closed right ideal of R. By 
propositions 1.1.3 and 1.1.4, there exists an idempotent 
e of Q such that K = eQ nR. Choose a regular element 
c E R such that ec E R. Let a = ec. Then a E K and 
aQ = eQ. It follows that aR is essential in KR. Thus 
R satisfies (A 1 ). 
If dim Q is infinite, then Q is left intrinsic 
ovel"' R by sition 3.3.4. Hence R satisfies (ii) 
and ( i) of 4.1.3. 
Remarks (1) The notion of an essentially finitely 
generated module plays an important role in Cateforis 
[1], [2]. 
(2) If R has Z (R) = 0 and finite right dimension, 
r 
then R satisfies (A). In fact, every right ideal of R 
is essentially finitely generated (see Sandomierski [1] ). 
However, R need not satisfy (A 1 ) (see example 1 of §3). 
(3) Johnson in [5] calls a ring which has finite 
d ion and which satisfies (A 1 ), an I -ring. r . 
See his corollary to theorem 3, p.286. 
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(4) Condition (A) is not automatically sati ed 
by a ring R if dim RR is infinite. For example, let Q 
have infinite dimension and let R = eQ + socle Q, where e 
is an idempotent of Q with ( 1 - e) Q : eQ. Then ( 1- e)R 
is a closed right ideal of R which is not essentially 
finitely generated. 
SECTION 2 
In this section, R will denote a prime ring which 
has Q as a left and right quotient ring. Chase and 
Faith [1] theorem 4.5, have given a nice description of 
such rings (see so Koh and Mewborn [1] theorem 2). 
Such a description, of course, says only what R looks 
like inside the socle of Q. 
is to show that R satis 
The object of this section 
s (A) then we can suppose 
that R actually contains the socle of Q (equivalently, 
socle R ~ 0) if we wish to show that R is a right order 
in Q (theorem 4.2.8). 
We begin with some lemmas which will be needed in 
prov a result about lifting units of Q/socle Q 
(theorem 4.2.4). 
LEMMA 4.2.1 Let e be an idempotent of Q. If f 
idempotent of Q such that fQ ::: eQ then dim ( 1 - f) Q = 
dim ( 1 - e) Q. If g is an idempotent of Q such that 
an 
7 0 • 
gQ + eQ = Q then dim gQ ~dim (1- e)Q. 
Proof. fQ = eQ implies (1- f)Q - (1- e)Q. Hence 
dim (1- f)Q = dim (1- e)Q. 
gQ + eQ = Q implies 1 - e = gx for some x E Q. Since 
r (gx) n (1- e)Q::: 0, left multiplication by gx maps (1- e)Q 
isomorphically into gQ. Thus dim g Q ~ dim ( 1 - e ) Q . 
For an element y E Q we shall define codim ( y) to be 
the dimension of any complement of yQ, that is, if e is 
an idempotent of Q such that yQ ::: eQ then codim (y) = 
dim ( 1- e) Q. This is well defined because of lemma 4.2.1. 
If codim (y) is finite then codim (y) =dim y 1 , but if 
codim (y) is infinite then this is not necessarily so. 
For example, codim (0) = dim Q "f. dim QQ unless dim Q is 
finite. 
LEMMA 4.2.2 Let y E Q and suppose dim yr > codim (y). 
Then for any x E socle Q, ( x + y) r "f. 0 • 
Proof; Since Q is a regular ring, there exist 
idempotents e, f EQ such that yQ = eQ and Qy= Qf. In 
terms of e and f, dim yr > codim (y) means 
dim ( 1 ~ f) Q > dim ( 1 - e) Q. Let x E socle Q be given. 
Let h = ex. Since y(fQ) = eQ, there exists a€fQ such 
that ya = e. Let h 1 = ah. 
Moreover, since left multiplication by y maps fQ 
isomorphically onto eQ, we have dim h 1 Q = dim hQ. 
We now choose idempotents g, g 1 E Q such that 
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gQ = (1- e)Q +hQ and g1Q = (1- f)Q+ h 1 Q. Then we have 
(x + y)g 1 E gQ. Since dim h 1 Q = dim hQ < oo, we have 
dim g 1 Q = dim ( 1 - f) Q + dim h 1 Q > dim ( 1- e) Q + dim hQ = dim gQ, 
that is, dim g1Q>dim gQ. Thus left multiplication by 
( x + y) g 1 cannot map g 1 Q isomorphically into gQ. Hence 
there exists zEg 1 Q, z 'F 0, such that (x+ y)g 1 z = 0, 
that is , ( x + y) z f:. 0 . Thus (x + y)r '!- 0 and this 
completes the proof of 4.2.2. 
Remark. When dim Q is finite, Q = socle Q and so 
dim yr = codim ( y) = dim yR. for all y E Q. However when 
dim Q is infinite, the situation where dim yr > codim (y) 
(and vice versa) arises frequently. For example, let D 
be a division ring and let Q = D
00
• Let y be the matrix 
0 0 0 . 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 l 
1 
Then dim yr = 2 whereas codim (y) = 1. 
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LEMMA 4.2.3 Let y E Q and suppose dim yr < codim (y), 
Then for any x E socle Q, (x + y).Q, -F. 0. 
Proof. Let x E socle Q be given. If xQ + yQ ~ Q then 
clearly (x + y) .Q, t. 0. Hence we can suppose xQ + yQ = Q. 
Since dim xQ < oo, we have codim (y) < oo by lemma 4. 2 .1. 
Now the proof of lemma 4.2.2 did not invoke the 
injectivity of QQ' only the fact that Q is a prime 
regular ring with nonzero socle. We conclude, therefore 5 
that lemma 4.2.3 holds because we can take as our 
hypothesis dim yr < dim y.Q, < oo. 
THEOREM 4.2.4 Let y be an element of Q. Then there 
exists x E socle Q such that x + y 1s a unit in Q if and 
only if dim yr = codim (y) < oo, 
Proof. Suppose x + y is a unit in Q for some 
x E socle Q. Then by lemmas 4. 2. 2 and 4. 2. 3, 
dim yr = codim (y). By lemma 4. 2.1, codim (y) <co, 
d . r d' ( ) Conversely, suppose 1m y = co 1m y < oo. 
idempotents e, f E Q such yQ = eQ and Qy = Qf. 
Choose 
Then 
dim ( 1 - f) Q = dim ( 1 - e) Q < oo. Hence ( 1 - f) Q - ( 1 ~ e) Q 
and so there exists x E (1- e)Q(l- f) such that xQ = (1 ~ e)Q 
and Qx = Q ( 1 - f) . Clearly, x E socle Q and x + y is a 
unit in Q. The proof of 4.2.4 is thus complete. 
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In order to make use of 4.2.4 we require the 
follovling lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2.5 Suppose e and f are idempotents of Q with 
dim eQ = dim fQ < oo. Then there is an element a E R such 
that aQ = eQ and Qa = Qf. 
Proof. Suppose dim eQ = n. Then there exist sets 
e 1 , ••• ,e and f 1 , ••• ,f of orthogonal primitive idempotents n n . 
of Q such that e = e 1 + ••• + e and f = f 1 + ••• + f . n n 
Since R is a prime ring and Q is both a left and right 
quotient ring of R, we can choose a. E e.Qf. n R, a. ~ 0, 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
fori= l, ... ,n. Let a = a 1 + • • • + a . n 
with aQ = eQ and Qa = Qf. 
Then a ER 
PROPOSITION 4.2.6 Let I be a large right ideal of R. 
Then 
(i) I is a prime ring and Q is a left and right 
quotient ring of I. 
( ii) If I + socle Q contains units of Q, then so does I. 
Proof. (i) Suppose a,b EI are such that aib = 0. 
If a # O, then Z (R) = 0 implies ai ~ 0. 
r 
Hence, since R 
1s a prime ring, we must have b = 0. This shows that I 
is a prime ring. Now let X E Q, X '/: 0 . Then xin R f. 0 
and so (xinR) ni '/: O, that is, xini '/: 0. Thus Q is a 
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right quotient ring of I. Furthermore, since Q is so 
a left quotient ring of R, there exists r E R such that 
0 -f. rxER. By primeness of R, Irx -f. 0. Thus Ixnr F. o. 
Hence Q is also a left quotient,ring of I. 
(ii) Clearly, it suffices to consider the case I = R. 
Suppose y E R, x E soc Q are such that x + y is a unit of 
Q. Then by theorem 4. 2. 4, dim yr = codim (y) < oo, 
Choose idempotents e, f E Q such that yQ = eQ and Qy = Qf. 
Then dim ( 1 - e) Q = dim ( 1- f) Q < oo. Hence by lemma 4. 2. 5, 
there exists aER such that aQ = (1- e)Q and Qa = Q(l- f). 
Let c = a+ y. Then c E R and c is a unit in Q. 
completes the proof of 4.2.6. 
This 
Recall that when Q is not a division ring it is 
generated (as a ring) by its idempotents (proposition 
1.2.5). The following lemma is therefore a particular 
case of lemma 3.2.3. 
LEMMA 4.2.7 Suppose Q is not a division ring. LetS 
be a subring of Q containing units of Q. Let 
U = { c E S : c a unit in Q} and let T = { x E Q: xc E S for 
some c E U}. If e E T for all idempotents e of Q, then 
T ::: Q. 
We are now in a position to g1ve the ma1n result of 
this section. 
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THEOREM 4.2.8 Suppose R satisfies (A). If R + socle Q 
is a right order in Q, then so is R. 
Proof. If Q is a division ring, then there is 
I 
nothing to prove. Suppose Q is not a division ring. 
In view lemma 4.2.7, to show R is a right order 1n Q 
it will suffice to show that for each idempotent e of Q 
there exists a regular element c E R such that ec E R 
(regular elements Rare clearly units in Q). So let 
e a given idempotent of Q. I = ( 1 - e) Q n R + eQ n R. 
Then I is a large right ideal of R. Moreover, by 
proposition 4 .1. 2, (A) implies IQ = Q. Let J = I+ socle Q 
Then J is a right ideal of R + socle Q and JQ = Q. Hence, 
by a standard argument, R + socle Q a right order 1n Q 
implies J contains a unit of Q. By proposition 4.2.6 
I contains a unit of Q, c say. Then c is a regular 
element of R and ec E R. We are finished. 
Remarks. (1) A closer look at the proof of 4.2.8 
reveals that one needs only part of the condition (A), 
namely, if e is a primitive idempotent of Q then there 
exist a 1 , ••• ,an E R such that (1- e)Q = a1Q + ••• + anQ. 
(2) I strongly suspect the hypothesis of R satisfying 
(A) in 4.2.8 could be dropped altogether. In the case 
where Q =Hom 0 (V,V), v0 a vector space over the field D 
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of rational numbers, then (A) is not needed. For let e 
be a primitive idempotent of Q.. Since eQe n R is a 
nonzero subr?ng of eQe (:D), there sts a positive 
integer m such that me E R. 
of R and let a = m(l- e)c. 
Let c be a regular element 
Then a E R and a~}.t ( 1 - e) Q . 
By remark (1) it follows that R is a right order in Q. 
One does not require R in 4.2.8 to satisfy (A) R 
has a classical right quotient ring, that is, R 
sa tis s the right Ore condition. The proof of this 
requires two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.2.9 Let e be a primitive idempotent of Q. 
Then Qe = ( Qe n R)eQe. 
Proof. Let X E Qe, X f. 0 . Then (xQ n R) (Qe n R) f. 0 
implies that there exists dE eQe such that 0 f. xd E Qe n R. 
Therefore, since eQe is a division ring, xE (Qen R)eQe. 
Hence Qe = (QenR)eQe. 
LEMMA 4.2.10 Suppose dim Q ~s infinite. If 
R + socle Q = Q then R = Q. 
Proof. Let us suppose that Qe ~ R for any primitive 
idempotent e of Q. Then by lemma 4.2.9, for each 
primitive idempotent e of Q there exists dE eQe such that 
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( Qe n R) d ~ R. Let { ei} i E I be a complete set of 
orthogonal primitive idempotents of Q (see Chapter I, 
§ 2) • For each i E I choose d. E e. Qe. such that 
l l l 
( Qe. n R)d. ~ R. Let x be the unique element of Q such l l 
that xe. 
l 
:: d. 
l 
for all iEI (see proposition 1.2.6). 
Then e.x ;;: d. for all iEI. Since R + socl® Q :: Q, there 
l l 
exist a E socle Q, y E R such thGJ.t x :: a+ y. Now 
a E socle Q implies e. a :: 0 for all but a finite number 
l 
of i E I. Hence,since I is an infinite set, we can 
pick j E I such that e. a = 0. 
J 
But then 
(Qe. n R)d. :: (Qe. ()R)e.x = (Qe. ()R)y C N., which is a 
J J J J J -
contradiction. We conclude, therefore, that there exists 
a primitive idempotent e of Q such that Qe ~ R. 
Now let f be any other primitive idempotent of Q. 
Since R is a prime ring and'Q is a left and right 
quotient ring of R, there exist a E eQf n R and bE fQe 
such that f = ba. Hence fER. It follow£ that 
R ~ socle Q and hence R :: Q. This completes the proof 
of 4.2.10. 
PROPOSITION 4.2.11 Suppose R has a classical right 
quotient ring. 
then so is R. 
If R + socle Q is a right order in Q, 
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Proof. Let T = { cd- 1 : c , regular d E R} . Then 
T is a subring of Q. What we have to show that T = Q . 
Let' X E Q. Then there exist a E socle Q, y E R such that 
a+ y is a unit in Q and x (a+ y) E R + socle Q. By the 
argument used in the proof of 4.2.6 (ii), there exists 
bE R n socle Q such that b + y 1s a unit in Q. Let 
d=b+y. Then xd E R + socle Q implies that x E T + socle Q. 
Hence T + socle Q = Q and so by lemma 4. 2 . 10, T = Q. 
The proof is complete. 
For the remainder of this section we will assume Q 
has infinite dimension. Q will denote the ring Q/socle Q 
and for a subset X of Q, X will denote the 1mage of X 
under the canonical mapping of Q onto Q. 
We now study the following problem: suppose the 
elements of Q can be expressed in the form ac- 1 , a and c 
1n R with c a unit in Q. When does this imply that R 
is a right order in Q? 
Following Barnes [1] , we shall call an element a of 
Q a FredhoZm eZement of Q if a is a unit in Q, equivalently, 
if dim ar < oo and dim R, a < oo. The following lemma is a 
particular case of Barnes [1] theorem 3.2. 
LEMMA 4.2.12. Let a and b be Fredholm elements of Q. 
Then the following hold. 
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(i) dim (ab)r- dim (ab)i = (dim ar- dim at) 
+ ( dim b r - dim b R. ) • 
(ii) dim (anbm)r- dim (anbm) i = n(dim -dim a.R,) 
+ m(dim br- dim bi) 
for any positive integers m and n. 
Proof. Choose f, g E Q such that r . = bQ n a + fQ 
and bQ r. Choose hE Q such that = bQ n a + gQ. 
Q r • . Then we have ::: a + gQ + hQ. 
Q ::: bQilar+ fQ + gQ + hQ = bQ + fQ + hQ. Hence 
dim (ab)r = dim br +dim n bQ, and 
codim (ab) = codim (a)+ dim hQ. 
Also, co dim (b) = dim fQ + dim hQ and 
= dim fQ +dim 
By a simple manipulation of the last four equations, we 
obtain dim (ab)r- codim (ab) = (dim br- codim (b)) 
+ (dim ar- codim (a)). 
( i) now follows upon observing that for x E Q, 
codim (x) = dim xi if codim (x) < oo, (ii) follows by 
induction. 
4.2.13 Suppose R contains an element c with 
· r d' R. • h d' di d' dr dl.m c < 1m c < oo and an element d w1 t 1m < 1m < oo, 
Let I be a large right ideal of R. I + socle Q contains 
a Fredholm element Q, then I contains a unit of Q. 
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Proof. Suppose y E I + socle Q is a Fredholm element 
of Q. Th d . r d d' ~ en 1m y < oo an 1m y < oo If dim yr = dim y~, 
then by 4. 2. 4 I + socle Q contains a unit of Q, and hence, 
by 4.2.6, so does I. Suppose dim yr< dim y~. Let 
n = dim y~- dim yr and let m = dim dr- dim d~. Then by 
lemma 4. 2.12, we have dim (ymdn)r- dim (ymdn) ~ = 
m(dim yr- dim y~) + n(dim dr- dim d~) = m(-n) + nm = 0, that 
is, dim (ymdn)r = dim (ymdn) ~. Since ymdn E I+ socle Q, 
our previous argument shows that I contains a unit of Q. 
S . ·1 1 1'£ d' t d' r h 1m1 ar y, 1m y < 1m y we can t e same 
cone ion by using c in place of d. This completes the 
proof of 4.2.13. 
Remark. An obvious example of where R does not contain 
elements c, d as in 4. 2 .13 is when R = socle Q + ( 1). A 
less trivial example is obtained by taking Q = D , D a 
00 
field, and letting R = socle Q +(d) where dis the matrix 
0 1 0 • 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 
. . 
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However, it is easily seen that a right order 1n Q must 
contain such elements. 
PROPOSITION 4.2.14 Suppose R contains elements c and d 
as in 4.2.13, and suppose also that Reither satisfies 
(A) or has a classical right quotient r1ng. Then R is 
a right order in Q if and only if the elements of Q can 
be expressed in the form ac- 1 where a and c are in R and 
c is a unit in Q. 
Proof. Suppose Q = {ac- 1 : a, cER, c a unit in Q}. 
To show R is a right order in Q it will suffice, by 4.2.8 
and 4. 2 .11, to show that R + socle Q is a right order in 
Q. Hence, without loss of generality, we can suppose 
R contains socle Q. Let xE Q. Then there exists c E R 
such that c is a Fredholm element of Q and xc E R. Let 
I = { r E R : xr E R} . Then I is a large right ideal of R 
(in fact I ::) socle Q) and c E I. Hence by lemma 4.2.13, 
I contains a unit of Q. It is now evident that R is a 
right order in Q. The converse statement is trivial, 
so the proof is complete. 
Remarks. - ---1 - - - -(1) It is true thatif Q={ac :a, cE R, c unit 
in Q} then R contains either an element c with 
dim cr <dim cJI, < oo or an element d with dim dJI, <dim dr < oo, 
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However I have not seen how to show that it contains both 
types. 
(2) Notice that 4.2.14 does not say that if R is a 
right order in Q then R is a right order in Q. Simple 
examples show that regular elements of R need not be units 
in Q. 
(3) We shall give examples in §3 of rings R which 
satisfy the hypotheses of 4.2.8 and 4.2.14 but which are 
not right orders in Q. Hence these results are not 
vacuous. 
SECTION 3 
We begin this section by looking at what condition 
(A 1 ) means for finite dimensional rings. We remarked in 
§l that if a ring R has Zr(R) = 0 and dim RR is finite, 
then R satisfies (A) but not necessarily (A 1 ). An 
obvious example is obtained by choosing R so that it 
contains no regular elements. In the example below, R 
has an identity and its MRQ ring is also a left quotient 
ring. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let D be a division ring and let Q = D4. Let 
e = [
1 
0 
o 
0
] and f = 
0 
0 
0 
1
] 
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Let R = e Q + Q f + { 1 ) • Let g = ~ 1 l 1 0 
0 1 
Clearly, Q is a left and right quotient ring of R. Now 
gQ n R ~ eQ + Qf. Hence a E gQ n R implies dim aQ~ 2. 
Since dim gQ = 3, it is clear that R does not satis (A 1 ) • 
The following proposition characterizes those 
irreducible rings R which have finite right dimension 
and which satisfy (A 1 ). 
PROPOSITION 4.3.1 Suppose dim Q is finite and Q a 
right quotient ring of R. Then R satisfies (A 1) if and 
only if Q {ac -1 : aE R, unit cEQ}. = 
Proof. Suppose R satisfies (Al). Let xEQ be 
given. Choose idempotents e' fE Q such that xQ = eQ and 
Qx = Qf. Then eQ = xfQ implies there exists yE fQe such 
that xy = e and yx = f. Since R satisfies (A 1 ), there 
exists a ER such that aQ = eQ. Choose an idempotent 
g EQ such that Qa = Qg. Then yaQ = yeQ = yQ = fQ and 
Qya = Qea = Qa = Qg. Moreover, fQ - eQ - gQ. Hence, 
since dim Q is finite, (1- f)Q - (1-g)Q. Choose 
k E ( 1 - f) Q ( 1 - g) such that kQ = ( 1 - f) Q and Qk = Q ( 1 - g) . 
Let c = k + ya. Then c is a unit in Q and 
xc = xya = ea = a E R. The "only if" part is now clear. 
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{ -1 • } Conversely, suppose Q = ac : a E R, un~ t c E Q . 
Let e be an idempotent of Q and choose a unit cEQ such 
that ec E R. Let a :::: ec. Then aER and aQ = eQ. From 
this it follows easily that R satisfies (A 1 ). 
Our next proposition gives a class of finite 
dimensional irreducible rings which satisfy CA1) but 
which are not prime rings. 
PROPOSITION 4.3.2 Suppose dim Q is finite. Let e f:. 0 be 
an idempotent of Q and let R = eQ + Q(1- e). 
Q :::: { ac 1 : a E R, unit c E Q} . 
Then 
It suffices to show that for each x E ( 1- e) Q 
there exists a unit cEQ such that xcEQ(l-e). So let 
x E (1- e)Q be given. Since dim Q < co, we have 
d . r d' ~m x ~ ~m eQ. Choose an idempotent h E Q such that 
hQ ~ xr and hQ : eQ. Then ( 1 - h) Q : ( 1 - e) Q because 
dimQ<co, Hence we can find aE hQe, bE (1- h)Q(1- e) 
such that aQ = hQ, Qa = Qe, bQ = (1- h)Q and Qb = Q(l- e). 
Let c = a+ b. Then c is a unit of Q and xc = xbE Q(l- e). 
This completes the proof. 
If dim Q is infinite, then 4.3.2 holds if and 
only dim eQ > dim ( 1 - e) Q. The proof of this is similar 
to the proof of 2.1.1. Nevertheless, R satisfies (A 1 ) 
(see example 3). 
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To illustrate the nature of condition (A), let us 
observe that a prime regular ring R which satisfies (A) 
must necesarily be a right self-injective ring. For let 
T be the MRQ ring of R. If T is a division ring then 
certainly R = T. If T is not a division ring then by 
Utumi .[2] theorem 2, T is generated by its idempotents. 
But it is easily seen that (A) implies that R contains 
all the idempotents of T. Hence R = T and thus R is a 
right self-injective ring. Notice, however, that this 
not necessarily true if R is a regular ring but not a 
prime ring. For example, D be a field and F a 
proper subfield of D. Let I be an infinite set and let 
T ::: IT 
iEI 
iEI. 
(ring direct product) where D. = D for all 
l 
Let R be the subring of T consisting of all 
(x.) ET for which x. E F for all but a finite number of 
1 1 
i E I. Then T is the MRQ ring of R and T ~ R. However 
R is a regular r1ng and R certainly satisfies (A) because 
it contains all the idempotents of T. 
Let us suppose for the moment that dim Q is finite, 
say dim Q = n, and that Q is a right quotient ring of a 
prime ring R. \rJhat does primeness of R enable us to do in 
so as showing R is a right order in Q? It is this. 
Let I be a right ideal of R. Then I can be essentially 
generated by a finite number of elements. Primeness of 
R enab s us to reduce the number of generators to one. 
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Let us briefly recall how this is done (keeping in mind 
the proof of lemma 3.2.4 and also Goldie's proof in [2] 
theorem 3.9). We first find elements S 1 , ••• , S E R such n 
that Q : QS 1 + ... + QS . 
n 
Suppose at, ... ,ak E R are such 
that each a.R is a uniform right ideal of R and such that 
~ 
the sum a 1 R + •.• + akR is direct, and an essential sub-
module of IR. 
(note k~n). 
S· f. o. ~ 
aQ = a1 Q + 
By primeness of R, a.RS. # 0 fori= 1, ... ,k 
l l l 
Choose y. E R, i = 1, ... ,k, such that 
l 
Then 
+ akQ which impl s aR is essential ~n I. 
point to notice is that 8 1 , ••• ,B , once chosen, work n 
each right ideal I of R. 
Now suppose dim Q is infinite. We make the follow-
ing observation: S, y E Q are such that BQ = yQ = Q and 
QBnQy = o, then for any x, yEQ, xQ+yQ = (xS+yy)Q. 
For want of a better name, we shall refer to B and y as 
a reducing pair for Q. However, because we are working 
with rings R which have Q as a right quotient ring, we 
prefer the following definition, which is easily seen to 
be equivalent to the one above for Q. 
DEFINITION 4.3.3 Let R be a r1ng. A pair CS,y) of 
elements of R is called a reducing pair for R if BR, yR 
and Sr + yr are large right ideals of R. 
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Remarks. (1) If dim Q is finite then clearly Q cannot 
possess a reducing pair of elements. However when dim Q 
is infinite there is an abundance of reducing pairs 
(see example 3). If for example Q = D
00
, D a division 
ring, the elements 
0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
i i . 
J 0 . 0 1 0 • • • l 0 • . • 0 1 0 . . . 
- 2i ---+ +-2i-1-+ 
I 
form a reducing pair for Q. 
(2) If Q is a right quotient ring R, then for 
B,yER, (B,y) is a reducing pair for R and only if 
(B,y) is a reducing pair for Q. 
(3) Notice that if (B,y) a reducing pair of 
cat semigroup. 
SITION 4.3.4 Suppose Q is a right quotient ring of R 
and suppose R contains a reducing pair (B,y). If I is a 
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right ideal R which is essentially finitely generated, 
then I is essentially principally generated. Hence R 
satisfies CA1) if and only it satisfies (A). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can suppose 
that there exist a 1 , az E I such that a1R+ a 2 R is essential 
in IR. Let a = a 1 S + a2 y. Then a E I and 
It follows that aR is essential in IR. 
PROPOSITION 4.3.5 Suppose dim Q is infinite and Q is a 
right quotient ring of R. Suppose also that 
Q {ac 1 : a E R, unit cEQ}, and that regular elements of 
R are units in Q. Then R is a right order in Q if and 
only R possesses a reducing pair of elements. 
Proof. Suppose R possesses a reducing pair. Let 
e an idempotent of Q. Let I= (1-e)QriR+eQriR. 
Since R satisfies (A 1 ), by proposition 4.3.4 there exists 
a E I such that aR is essential in I. Hence £(a,Q) = o. 
Choose y E Q such that ay = 1, and choose a unit cEQ such 
that yc E R. Then c = a(yc) E I. Hence c E R with ec E R. 
By lewna 4.2.7, R is a right order in Q. 
e , suppose R is a right order in Q. Choose 
Choose an idempotent e E Q such that eQ - (1- e)Q (:=Q). 
(3 E Qe, y EQ(l e) such that f3Q = Q and yQ = Q. Then ((3,y) 
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is a reducing pa1r for Q. Now choose a regular element 
c ER such that Be, yc ER. Clearly, (Sc,yc) is a reducing 
pair R. 
Remark. Proposition 4.3.5 when compared with 4.3.1, shows 
that reducing pairs for infinite dimensional rings R play 
a similar role to primeness for finite dimensional R, 
in so far as determining when (QV R)R implies R 1s a 
right order in Q. 
apparent in 4.3.7. 
The similarity becomes even more 
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose dim Q is infinite and e is an 
idempotent of Q such that dim (1- e)Q is finite (e ~ 1), 
Let R = e Q + Q ( 1 - e ) . Then R satisfies the hypotheses 
of 4.3.5 but R is not a right order in Q (corollary 2.1.2). 
Hence R does not possess a reducing pair. Admittedly, 
this is not a good example because R is not a prime ring 
either. 
By a slight modification of the proof of lemma 
3.2.3, we can obtain the following 
6 Suppose Q is not a division ring. Let R 
be a subring of Q Let U = {a E R: a right invertible 
in Q} and let T = { x E Q: xa E R for some a E U}. If eE T 
for all idempotents e of Q, then T = Q. 
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We come now to the principal result this section. 
THEOREM 4.3.7 Suppose Q is a right quotient ring of R, 
dim Q If R satisfies (A) and contains a 
reducing , then for each x E Q there exists a E R such 
that a has a right inverse in Q and xa E R. The converse 
so true. 
Proof. t e an idempotent of Q and let 
Then I is a large right ideal 
R and (A) impl s I is essentially finitely generated. 
by proposition 4. 3. 4, there exists a E I such that 
aR is an ssential submodule of IR. Since Z(QR) = 0, we 
t(a,Q) D. Hence a has a right inverse in Q. 
Furthermore, a E I implies ea E R. All there remains to 
do now in order to establish th~ first part of 4.3.7 is 
to apply lemma 4.3.6. 
The converse statement is easily shown. 
The following corollary says that for R and Q as in 
4.3.7, we can obtain much the same sort of information 
concerning the relative right ideal structures of R and 
Q as when R is a right order in Q. The proofs are 
ident to the corresponding proofs for right orders 
(see, for example, Faith [1] p.79). 
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COROLLARY 4.3.8 Suppose Q is a right quotient ring of 
R and suppose R satisfies (A) and contains a reducing 
Then the following hold. 
(i) For x 1 , ••• ,x E Q there exists aE R with a n 
right invertible in Q and such that x.aE R fori= 1, ... ,n. 
l 
(ii) If I is a right ideal of R then 
IQ = { ay: a E I, y E Q, yr = 0}. 
(iii) If I and J are right ideals of R then 
c I n J) Q = IQ n JQ. 
We conclude this section by looking at two examples. 
EXAMPLE 3, Suppose dim Q is infinite and e is an 
idempotent of Q such that Q = eQ. If R is a subring of 
Q containing Qe then R satisfies (A) and contains a reducing 
To see this, write e = f + g where f and g are 
orthogonal idempotents with dim fQ = dim gQ. Then fQ - Q 
and gQ :: Q. Choose S E Qf, y E Qg such that SQ = yQ = Q, 
Then (S,y) is a reducing pair for R. Now let B be a 
right ideal of Q. Then, since QeQ = Q, we have 
( B n R) Q :J ( BQe) Q = BQ = B. Hence by 4.1.2, R satisfies 
(A) (and hence, by 4.3.4, R satisfies (A 1 )). 
If R has an identity, then R 2 eQe + ( 1- e). 
R contains elements c, d with dim cr < dim c.Q, < oo and 
dim d .Q, <dim dr < oo (c. f. 4. 2 .14) . 
Hence 
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Notice, however, that if R ~ Q then R can never be a 
right order in Q. For suppose R is a right order in Q. 
Then QeRQ = Q implies QeR contains a unit of Q. Thus 
QeR = Q, and hence R = Q. 
EXAMPLE 4. Again we suppose dim Q is infinite. Let 
Y be a maximal right ideal of Q and let R = {x E Q: xY C Y}. 
Then R cannot possess a reducing pair. For suppose 
(S,y) is a reducing pair for R. Then SQ = yQ = Q and 
QsnQy = o. Choose orthogonal idempotents f, g E Q such 
fuat QB = Qf and Qy = Qg. Since SfQ = Q and ygQ = Q 
there exist a E fQ, n E gQ such aS = f, Sa = 1, ny = g and 
and yn = 1. If Y + aY = Q, then Q = SQ = BY+ Y ~ Y, a 
contradiction. Hence, since Y is a maximal right ideal 
of Q, we have aY C Y and hence aE R. Thus f = aSER. 
If fY = fQ, then Y ~ S(fY) = SfQ = Q, a contradiction. 
Thus fY ~ fQ. Similarly, we can show that gE R and 
gY ~ gQ. But now we have Y = fY+ (1- f)Y t fQ+ (1- f)Y j Q 
which contradicts Y being a maximal right ideal of Q. 
The conclusion, therefore, is that R cannot possess a 
reducing pair of elements. Notice, however, that there 
exist reducing pairs (S,y) for Q with S in R. Also, Q 
is a right quotient ring of R and R can be chosen such 
that R and R modulo the maximum ideal of Q are prime rings. 
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SECTION l+ 
In this ion we assume Q is a right quotient ring 
of a R with ident (which is necessarily the 
identity of Q). the terminology of Findlay [1], if 
S is a ring with identity then a left-flat epimorphia 
extension S is a ring T together with a ring homo-
morphism 4>: S + T such that 4> is both a monomorphism and an 
sm the category of rings, and such that ~ 
s on T the structure a flat ft S-module. The 
i cautioned, however, that this situation is 
more commonly described by saying that the 
sm ¢ S + T is a "right" flat bimorphism. The 
existence of a unique (up to isomorphism over S) maximal 
epimorphic extension of S has been established 
by Popescu and Spircu [1], Findlay [1) and Morita [2]. 
In general, the maximal le flat epimorphic extension 
P(R) of R appears as a proper subring of Q (where ¢ is 
the canonical injection of R into P(R)). In this section 
we briefly indicate the role played by condition (A) on 
R determining when P(R) = Q, that is, when Q is a left 
extension of R. 
Cateforis [2] theorem 1.6 showed, in particular, 
of the following two statements. 
(a) For each q EQ, (R:q) = {xE R: qxE R} is an 
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essentially finitely generated right ideal of R, 
equivalently, (R:q)Q = Q. 
(b) Z(QGYRQ)R = 0 and RQ is flat. 
Now statement (b) is equivalent to Q being a left-flat 
epimorphic extension of R. Thus, if R sati (A) and 
contains a reducing pair of elements then, by 4.3.7, Q 
J,.S a flat epimorphic extension of R (it would, 
, be easier to prove this directly using 4.3.8). 
To say R sati s (A) is, of course, equivalent to saying 
that (a) lds for all the idempotents of Q. 
of (a) and (b) is equivalent 1n turn to 
(c) R satisfies (A) and RQ is flat. 
(d) R sa·tisfies (A) and (I nJ)Q = IQ n JQ for 
right ideals I, J R. 
' This equivalence is essentially contained in Cateforis [ 2 ] 
theorem 1.6 and Cateforis [1] theorem 2.1. Notice that 
the latter result of Cateforis gives an internal characteri~ 
zation of R for RQ to be flat. 
Remarks. (1) For the general theory flat epimorphic 
extensions see Silver [1], Popescu and Spircu [1], Findlay 
[ 1] , Morita [ 1] , [ 2], [ 3] , Tachikawa [1]. 
( 2) dim Q is then Q is a left-flat epimorphic 
extension of R. 
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(3) Statement (a) is easily seen to be equivalent to 
R being a right quasi-order of Q in the sense of Popescu 
and Spulber [1] . 
(4) Morita [1] has shown that any left-flat epimorphic 
extension (in Findlay's sense) of a ringS with identity 
can be realized as the double centralizer of a certain 
injective module VS. See his paper for the precise 
s. This ties in beautifully with Lambek~s 
characterization of the Utumi maximal right quotient 
of S as the double centralizer of the injective hull 
s8 (Lambek [1] ). 
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CHAPTER V 
THE IDEAL STRUCTURE OF A RIGHT ORDER 
This chapter consists of a rather loosely connected 
collection of results and problems on some aspects of the 
ideal structure of a right order in a left full linear 
Q. In §1 we give two (internal) characterizations 
of a R which is a right order in Q. Neither can be 
re as complete or final. In §2 we begin with a 
s example of a right order R in D , D the 
~ 
eld of 
numbers, such that R does not admit a Faith-Utumi 
de lon in the ctest sense but which nevertheless 
satisfies a property, called (B), which permits a scrip-
tion of R in terms of subrings of D. If property (B) 
were shared by all right orders in left full linear rings 
of countable dimension this would mean, for example, that 
there are no proper right orders in D for a finite field 
00 
D. Whereas I have not constructed such right orders, it 
is not at all obvious that they cannot exist. On the 
, their existence is suggested by the existence of 
orders in the MRQ ring of D /socle D . We 
00 00 
consider these and related questions in §2. 
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SECTION 1 
Our characterization of a ght order R ln Q, 
dim Q infinite, is a fairly obvious consequence of 
theorem 4.3.7. 
ITION 5 .1.1 A ring R is a right order in a le 
full linear ring of right dimension r~ ~ H0 if and only if 
R s s the following four conditions. 
(i) R lS an irreducible ring containing uniform 
right s and dim RR = N, 
(ii) The closed ri ideals R are right annihilatoJ 
s such right ideal is an essential extension 
of a ly generated right ideal. 
(iii) R possesses a reducing pair of elements. 
( ) For each a E R with a R, = 0, aR contains regular 
elements of R. 
Proof. Suppose R is a right order in a ft full 
linear ring Q where dim Q = H ~ H0 • Then R zero right 
singular ideal and by proposition 1.2.2, R is an 
irreducible containing uniform right ideals. By the 
ice isomorphism of 1.1.3 we have dim RR = dim QQ = H. 
Thus (i) is established. By 3.3.4, Q left intrinsic 
over Rand thus, by theorem 3.1.2, the closed right ideals 
of R are right annihilator ideals. The second part of (ii), 
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which is condition (A) of chapter IV, was established in 
4.1.4. (iii) was shown in propos ion 4.3.5. Finally, 
(iv) follows upon observing that for• aER with .Q..(a,R) = 0 
then 9..(a,Q) = 0 since Q is le intrinsic over R. Thus 
aQ = Q and hence ab = l for some bE Q. Since R is a 
right order in Q there sts a regular element c E R such 
that beER. Then c E aR and this gives ( i v) . 
Conversely, suppose R satisfies (i)-(iv). Then by 
1.2.2, cond ion (i) implies that the MRQ ring of R is 
a le full linear ring, Q say. By the e isomer-
phism of 1.1.3, dim Q = dim RR = H. Moreover, by 
theorem 3.1.2, Q is left intrinsic over Rand thus a 
regular element of R is a unit of Q. Now let xE Q be 
given. By theorem 4.3.7, (ii) and (i ) imply that there 
. E ' 9.. E ex1sts a R w1th a = 0 and such that xa R. By ( i v) 
there is a regular element c of R in aR. Then xc E R. 
Thus R is a right order in Q and the proof of 5.1.1 is 
complete. 
Remark. If H = H0 then in (i) "irreducible ring 11 can be 
replaced by "prime ring with zero right singular ideal 11 • 
See corollary 2.2.3. 
We can illustrate very simply that the conditions 
(i)-(iv) of 5.1.1 are independent. Trivially, ( i) 
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1s not a consequence of (ii), (iii) and (iv). For an 
example of a ring R which satisfies (i), (iii) and (iv) but 
not (ii), chooseR to be a right full linear ring with 
dim RR infinite. Example 2 of chapter IV, §3, shows 
(iii) is not a consequence of (i), (ii) and (iv). Finally, 
example 3 of chapter IV, §3, gives rings which satisfy 
(i), (ii) and (iii) but not (iv). 
Our second characterization of a right order R in Q, 
dim Q infinite, is in terms of the right annihilator 
ideals of R which have the same dimension as R. In the 
case of Q itself, these are the right ideals which are 
isomorphic to Q. For a right order R, they are the right 
ideals which are closures (in L(RR)) of right ideals 
isomorphic to R. 
PROPOSITION 5.1.2 A ring R is a right order in a left 
full linear ring of right dimension H ~ H0 if and only if 
R satisfies the following conditions. 
(i) R is an irreducible ring containing uniform 
right ideals and dim RR = H. 
(ii) The closed right ideals of R are right 
annihilator ideals and if B is a right annihilator ideal 
with dim BR = dim RR then B has the form b~r for some 
bER v1ith br = o. 
UNIVERSiTY OF CANTERBURY 
CHRISTCHURCH, 
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(iii) R possesses a reducing pair of elements. 
Proof. Suppose R lS a right order in a left full 
linear ring Q where dim Q = ~ ~ ~ 0 • By 5.1.1, R satisfies 
(i) and (iii) and its closed right ideals are right 
annihilator ideals. Now let B be a right annihilator 
ideal of R with dim BR = dim RR. Then there exists an 
idempotent e of Q such that B = eQ n R. By 1.1.3 
dim eQ = dim Q and thus, by 1.2.3, Q = eQ. Hence there 
is an element y E Q with yr = 0 and yQ = eQ. Since R 
is a right order in Q, we can find a regular element 
r 
cER such that ycER. Let b = yc. Then b = 0 and 
bQ = eQ. Hence bR is essential in BRand thus by 1.1.2, 
b~ = (bR)~ = B~ where annihilators are taken in R. Since 
B is a ~ight annihilator ideal of R, we have B = B~r = b~r. 
This establishes (ii). 
Conversely, suppose R satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). 
Then, as in the proof of 5.1.1, the MRQ ring of R is a 
left full linear ring, Q say, with dim Q = ~. What we 
have to show is that R is a right order in Q. By the 
argument used in 5.1.1, regular elements of Rare units ln 
Q. Since Q is generated (as a ring) by the idempotents e 
for which eQ :: ( 1- e) Q (proposition 1. 2. 5) , to complete 
the proof it will suffice, by 3.2.3, to show that for each 
such idempotent e there exists a regular element cE R 
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such that ecE R. So let e be given. Let 
Since (1- e)Q n R and eQ n R are 
clos right ideals of R and have the same dimension as 
RR' ( ) implies that there exist a, kE R such that 
(1- e)Q n R = k.!l,r and eQ nR = a.R.r, annihilators taken in R. 
By 1.1.2, together with the fact that closed right ideals 
of Rare right annihilator ideals, we have kR essent 
in (1 - e ) Q n R and essential in eQ n R. Since R possesses 
a reducing pair of s, there sts y E I such that 
is essential in I. Moreover, as I is essential in R, 
we must have .R.(y,Q) = O, equivalently, yQ = Q. Choose 
an idempotent f E Q such that Qy = Qf. Then fQ = Q. 
Let B Then dim BR = dim RR and hence (ii) 
s there exists bE B with br = 0 and bQ = fQ. Let 
c = yb. Then cQ = Qc = Q. Thus c is a regular element 
of R. Furthermore, ec E R. We are finished. 
Remarks. (1) Suppose dim Q is infinite, and let e an 
idempotent of Q such that eQ :: ( 1 - e) Q. Let 
R = eQ + Q ( 1 - e) + socle Q. Then R satisfies (i) and (iii) 
of 5 .1. 2. Also, the closed right ideals of Rare of the 
9,r b ~ bE R. However, R does not satisfy (ii) of 
5.1.2. For choose 8 E (1- e)Qe such that oQ = (1- e)Q, 
Qo = Qe. Let f = e + o and let B = fQ n R. Then B a 
right annihilator ideal of R with dim BR = dim RR. But 
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as B ~ Q ( 1 - e) n socle Q, there is no element bE R for 
which B = b~r, br = o. This illustrates the nature of 
condition (ii) of 5.1.2. 
(2) A somewhat different characterization of a right 
order in Q is contained in Gupta [1] theorem 3.17. 
Harada [1] has studied rings which are left and right 
orders in a prime ring with nonzero socle. 
For the remainder of the chapter we will be 
interested mainly in the case when dim Q is countable. 
The example below shows that for a right order R in 
Q and for an idempotent e of Q, eQe n R need not be a right 
order in eQe, even if R contains the socle of Q. It 
also shows that in contrast to the left annihilator ideals 
of R, which we know are of the form a~, a E R (see 4. 1. 4) , 
the right annihilator ideals of R need not have the form 
r 
a , a E R. Incidentally, this lS the case if dim Q is 
finite (see Goldie [2] theorem 3.7). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let K be a right Ore domain which lS not a 
left Ore domain. Let D be the right quotient division 
ring of K, Let T = D and A = K + socle D . Choose co co co 
dE D, d # 0' such that Kd n K = 0 and let yET be the 
scalar matrix corresponding to d. Then AynA c socle D . 
co 
Nm.v let Q ::: Tz and R = A2. Then R lS a right order ln Q. 
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Let 
Then Qe n R ~ socle Q, so certainly eQe n R is not a right 
order in eQe. Let B - ( 1 - e ) Q n R . Then B is a right 
annihilator ideal of R. Suppose there exists a E R such 
that B = r(a,R). Then r(a,Q) = (1- e)Q and this implies 
Qa = Qe, which contradicts Qe n R C socle Q. Hence B is 
r 
not of the form a , a E R. 
However, when R is both a left and right order ln Q 
the situation is quite different, as we now show. 
PROPOSITION 5.1.3 Suppose dim Q = H0 and R is a left and 
right order in Q. Then for any nonzero idempotent e of 
Q, eQe n R is a left and right order in eQe. Moreover, 
r the right annihilator ideals of R are of the form a , aE R. 
Proof. Let e be a nonzero idempotent of Q. If 
e E socle Q then, as R is a prime ring (corollary 2. 2. 3) 
with Q a left and right quotient ring of R, eQen R is a 
right order in eQe (see, for example, Utumi [5] theorem 
3 • 2) • If e f socle Q then Q - eQ and there exists bE R 
such that eQ = bQ and br = 0. Then there exists a E Qe 
such that ba = e and ab = 1. The map x+ bxa, xE Q, is 
a ring isomorphism of Q onto eQe. Let dE eQe be given. 
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Then d = bxa where x = adb. Choose regular elements 
c 1 , c 2 of R such that xc 1 E R and c 2 a E R. Let c = c1c2. 
Then is a regular element of eQe n R and d(bca) = 
b(xc 1cz)aE eQe nR. Similarly, there exists a regular 
element k E eQe nR such that kd E eQe n R. Hence eQe n R is 
a left and right order in eQe. 
Now let B be a closed right of R. Then 
B = fQ n R some idempotent f of Q. 
element c E R such that cfE R. Let a 
a E R and B = r (a, R) • 
Choose a regular 
= c(l- f). Then 
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose dim Q = ~0 • Let Q = Q/ socle Q and for 
a subset X of Q X denote the image of X under the 
canonical map Q onto Q. Since Q is a simple ring with 
identity but is not Artinian, there exists a left ideal 
Y of Q such that Y ~ socle Q and Y is a (proper) large 
le ideal of Q. Let R be any subring of Q which contains 
Y. Then R satisfies (A) (see 4.1.1 for definition) and 
contains a reducing pair of elements (see example 3, 
chapter IV, §3). Moreover, R is a prime ring and Q lS 
a left and right quotient ring of R. However, as 
remarked earlier, unless R = Q, R is not a right order in 
Q. This simple example suggests that even when dim Q 
is countable, primeness of R modulo the maximum ideal of 
Q does not play a very decisive role in determining when 
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R is a right order in Q. 
SECTION 2 
Let D be the field of rational numbers and Z the 
ring of (rational) integers. Let Q = D00 and 
R :::: D + (Z )d where d is the matrix 
00 00 
1 0 0 0 .•• 
0 2 
0 1 
0 3 
1 
Then R is a right order in Q but there does not exist a 
right order K in D and a subring U of R such that U = K
00 
and such that R is a right quotient ring of U. For 
otherwise R would contain nonzero elements from the centre 
of Q, and this clearly not the case. Of course, R 
contains a subring which is isomorphic to Zoo but as R is 
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not a right quotient rlng of it, this ls of little 
consequence. Hence R does not admit a Faith-Utumi 
description in the strictest sense (c.f. Faith and Utumi 
[ 2] ) . Nevertheless, R has the following property: 
There exist a complete set {ei}iEI of orthogonal 
primitive idempotents of Q and subrings {Di}iEI of R 
such that 
(a) 
(b) 
( Qe. \1 D. ) D for all i E I, and 
l l . 
l 
R contains II D. = { x E Q: xe. E D. , ViE I}. 
iEI l l l 
We make the following definition. 
DEFINITION 5.2.1 Let R be an irreducible ring containing 
uniform right ideals and let Q be the MRQ ring of R. 
R is said to satisfy (B) if there exists a complete set 
{ei}iEI of orthogonal primitive idempotents of Q and 
subrings D. C Qe. n R, i E I, such that conditions (a) and 
l - l 
(b) above are satisfied. 
Remarks. (1) If R satisfies (B) then there is no loss 
of generality in assuming e. D. C D. for all i E I. l l - l 
peplace D
1
._ by ( 1- e. ) Q n D. + e. Q n D. . Then, letting 
~ l l l l 
Simply 
D .. = e.D., we have (Qe. 'V D.)D for all iE I. Notice ll l l l l .. 
ll 
that D. . is a right order in e. Qe. for all i E I. Hence ll l l 
if Q ~ HomD(V,V), VD a vector space over a finite field D, 
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then the only subring of Q which 
itself. 
sfies (B) is Q 
(2) If R sfies (B) then clearly R 1s a prime 
ring. Thus if dim Q is uncountable, then not every right 
order in Q satisfies (B). 
(3) If R sfies (B) then R + soc Q 1s a right 
order in Q. 
(4) If dim Q::: n<oo and R a right order in Q then 
R satisfies (B) any set {e.}~ of orthogonal primitive 
1 
idempotents Q for which Qe. n R f; 0 for i = 1, ••• , n. 
1 
Simply D. = Qe. n R. 
1 l 
(5) If R satis s (B) and c , d E R are units 1n Q , 
then cRd satis s (B) .. 
The llowing property of a ring R, socle Q C R C Q, 
which satisfies (B) seems worth recording. 
PROPOSITION 5.2.2 Suppose dim Q is countable R 1s a 
subring of Q which contains the socle of Q. If R 
satisfies (B), then for each countable 
exists a regular element dE R such 
set {xi}~ c Q there 
x.d E R for 
1 
Proof. N be the set of natural numbers. 
Suppose { }iEN is a complete set of orthogonal primitive 
idempotents of Q and {Di}iEN subrings of R such that 
(Qe. II D. )D for all i EN, and such that l. l . 
l 
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{ x E Q: xe. ED. , ViE I} C R. We can suppose e. D. C D. 
l 1. - l. 1. - l 
for all i EN, so letting D .. = e.D. we have (Qe.l/ D. )D . 
l.l l. l. l. l .. 
l.l. 
Let {xi}iEN be given. For each iEN choose di EDii' 
d. # 0 , such that ( x. e . )d. E D. for j = 1, •.. , i. Let d 
l J l l. l. 
be the unique element of Q satisfying de. = d. for all 
l. l. 
i E N (see 1. 2 • 6) • Then dE R. Furthermore , for n E N, 
(x d)e. ED. for all i~n. 
n 1 1 
Hence for each n EN, we have 
n . ( x d)( 1 - . E e. ) e. ED. for 
n J=l J 1 1 all i EN, This implies 
n (x d)( 1 ~ !: e.) E R for all n EN. 
n j =1 J 
hDve x d E R for all n EN. 
n 
Since soc Q ~ R, we 
ITION 5 2.3 Suppose dim Q is infinite and R is a 
right order in Q with the property: for each countable 
set {x.} 01° C Q there exists a regular element dE R such l -
that x. d E R for i = 1, 2, 3. • • • 
l 
Then R contains a right 
ideal I which is also a right order in Q and whose finitely 
generated right ideals are principal. 
Proof. Choose a reducing pair (S,y) of elements 
of R. SQ = yQ = Q and QS n Qy = 0. Choose 
iqempotents f and g of Q such that QS = Qf and 
Qy Qg. Then exist a.E fQ,o E gQ such that Sa :: 1, 
aS = f~ yo 1, oy = g. Let I = {a E R : ( a , o } a C R} 
where <a,o) is the subring of Q generated by a and 6. 
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Then I is a right ideal of Rand slnce j<a,o>l = H0 , I 
contains a regular element of R. Hence I is a right 
order Q. Since a I C I and o I C I, for a, b, c, dE I 
we have ac + bd = (aS+ by) (ac + od) E (aS +by)I. Thus 
ai + bi = (aS+ by)I for any a,bE I. It is now clear that 
finitely generated right ideals of I are principal. 
For a complete set {ei}iEI of orthogonal primitive 
idempotents of Q and for a subset F of I, let eF be the 
unique element of Q for which eFei = ei for all i E F, 
Clearly, eF is an idempotent of 
Q and eF commutes with each ei. The ring R of example 1, 
§1, satisfies (B), but not with respect to just any 
complete set of orthogonal primitive idempotents of its 
MRQ ring Q. For example, if {ei}iEN is a complete set for 
which e = eF for some F ~ N, then (B) does not hold with 
respect to this set because Qe n R ~ socle Q. An obvious 
necessary condition for a right order R in Q to satisfy 
(B) with respect to a complete set {ei} of orthogonal 
primitive idempotents of Q 1s that there exists a regular 
element c R such that ceF E R for all subsets F C I. 
ON 1, If dim Q is countable, which right orders 
~-,--~~' 
Q satisfy (B)? 
forth we assume dim Q is countable. Q will 
ring Q/socle Q and for a subset X of Q, X will 
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denote the image of X under the canonical map of Q onto 
Q. Suppose R is a right order ~n Q. If I is a right 
ideal of R, I ~ 0, then I contains an element b with br = 0. 
This is easily seen upon observing that for xE Q, x # 5, 
there st y, z E Q such that yxz = 1. In particular, 
if I is a two-$ided ideal of R with I # 5 then I contains 
an element b with br = 0. But must I contain a regular 
element R? Equivalently, must IQ = Q? Suppose not 
and let Y ::: IQ. Then R _c N ( Y, Q) = { x E Q : xY C Y} C Q. 
- 1-
Hence N(Y,Q) is a (proper) right order in Q. Is this 
possible? (N(Y,Q) is called the "normalizer" of Yin Q.) 
2. dim Q is countable, does there exist a ~~~-·--
right Y of Q, Y ~ socle Q, ~ essential in ~' 
such that N(Y ,Q) = {x E Q: xY C Y} is a right order in Q? 
The reason for requiring ? to be essential in Q is 
that Y is an ideal of N(Y,Q), and if the latter is a 
right order in Q then N(Y,Q)/socle Q is a prime ring 
(proposition 2.2.6). Thus, if ~ ~ 5, ~must be essential 
in N(Y,Q)/socle Q and hence in~. Notice that not just 
ideal Y would do (for example, Y maximal). 
But seems reasonable that N(Y,Q) possesses a reducing 
elements then N(Y,Q) is a right order in Q. 
Not that N(Y,Q) : HomQ(Y,Y). 
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We could equally as well have stated question 2 as 
follows: let A = Q/socle Q. Does there exist a proper 
right ideal J A such that N(J,A) :: {xE A: xJ c J} is a 
right order in A? Again, J would have to be a large 
right ideal of A. Since A is a simple ring with identity, 
its MRQ ring, T say, is a simple right self-injective 
ring with identity. By Osofsky [1], A '/:. T. Actually T 
not even left intrinsic over A, since there exist 
r ideals of A which have zero left annihilator in A 
but which are not essential in A. The interesting thing, 
however, is that Q = D and D is not too big 
co 
(I D I ~ 2N° will do), then there exist right ideals K of T 
which N(K,T) is a right order in T. We next prove 
a slightly more general result. 
PROPOSITION 5.2.4 Let D be a division ring and let 
A = D /socle D . 
00 00 
Let T be the MRQ ring of A. Suppose 
A contains a family of independent nonzero right ideals 
such that the cardinality K of the family is the max1mum 
cardinality such families can have. 
family of independent nonzero principal right ideals of A 
I £(, I = ~ and such that l:e A lS a large right ideal 
Q a 
A. Let J = Ee A and Q a let s = {xE T: xJ c J}. Then 
T {be ~l b, c E S with c a unit in T}. = : 
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Remarks. (1) S:: Hom A(J,J) - rlng of all Hx H column-
finite matrices over A. (JA is a free A-module on H 
generators.) 
(2) If ID I~ 2H 0 then lA I = 2H 0 • Hence, slnce we can 
H 
always construct 2 ° orthogonal idempotents of A (see 
Osofsky [1] ), A satisfies the hypothesis of the proposition. 
Proof. Firstly, observe that each nonzero principal 
right ideal of A is isomorphic to A (as a right A-module). 
Furthermore, we make the following 
Claim. For any nonzero right ideal I of A, there exists 
a family {fyA}yEr of independent nonzero principal right 
ideals of A such that lrl = lnl and Ef A is essential in 
r Y 
IA. 
To verify this claim, we choose (by Zorn's lemma) an 
independent family {fYA}yEr such that ~fyA ls essential 
IA. By hypothesis' I r I ~ I g I . If I r I < I g I ' we pick 
y 0 E r and using an isomorphism of A onto f A we can Yo 
in 
obtain an independent family {g~A}~En such that E gAls 
"" '"" ~G aEQ a 
essential in f A. 
Yo 
Then the family 
{g A} .=n U {f A} Er\{ } has cardinality a QI.'=M, y y- Yo lnl and the 
des cl property. This establishes the claim. 
Now let t E T be given. Since JA is essential in TA' 
there exists a large right ideal I of A, I ~ J, such that 
Choose an independent family {faA}aEQ of nonzero 
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principal right ideals of A such that Ef A is essential 
~ C/, . 
in IA. Since e A = f A for all aE ~, we can construct C/, C/, 
an isomorphism 1.Jf of JA onto Ef A. 
~ C/, 
Let c E T induce '¥ by 
its left multiplication (TA is injective). Then c lS a 
unit of T and c E S. Moreover, (tc)J = t(cJ) C ti C J. 
Hence tc E S. This completes the proof of 5.2.4. 
If K = Ee T then S ~ N(K,T) ~ T. 
~ C/, f-
Hence N(K,T) 
is a proper ght order in T (regular elements of N(K,T) 
are certainly units in T). 
Q i 
We shall call a set {~i}iEI of elements of Q a 
endent set if for {i 1 , ••• ,i} C I and n -
' ... EQ~ t. , + .•. +~. x. = 0 implies x. = 
'l1 ll ln ln l 1 
x. = 0, or equivalently, if ~~ = 0 for all i E I and 
ln l 
the sum E~.Q is direct. 
I l 
Let {ei}7 be a set of orthogonal idempotents of Q 
such that Q = e.Q for l = 1,2,3 •.. , and such that 
l 
00 
socle Q C Ee.Q. 
- 1 l 
For each i choose ~. E e. Q, n. E Qe. 
l l l l 
such that ~.n. = e., n.s. = 1. 
l l l l l 
Then {silf is a maximal 
Q~independent set of elements of Q. 00 Now let {xi} 1 ~ Q 
xe 
x be the unique element of Q such that 
:: J{,.ile f·ol) i = 1,2,3 .. e (see proposition 1.2.6). 
l l 
Then x for i = 1 , 2 , 3 • • • • Hence the "only if" 
f the following proposition is clear. 
= 
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5. 2. 5 Suppose socle Q :=.: R ~ Q and R 
possesses a reducing pair of elements. Suppose also 
that R contains elements c, d with dim r d' 9, c < lm c < 00 
and dim d9, <dim r Then R is a right order Q if d < oo. 1n 
and only if for each countable set {x.}7 C Q there exist 
l -
a maximal Q~independent set { l;i} 7 S Q and an element a E R 
such that 
Proof. 
x E Q be given. 
i x. for 1 = 1,2,3 .... l 
We need only establish the "if part". 
Choose a Q-independent set {a.} 001 C Q l -
00 
Let 
that socle Q C Ea.Q and let x. = xa.. By hypothesis, 
- 1 l l l 
00 
exist a maximal Q independent set {l;i}
1 
C Q and an 
element aER such that at;.= x. fori= 1,2,3 .... 
l l 
for each i, the map a. y + l;. y is 
l l 
an isomorphism of a.Q 
l 
Since 
onto ~. Q, there exists bE Q such 
l 
r that b = 0 and ba. = t;. 
l l 
fori= 1,2,3 .... Then aba. = at;. = x. = xa. for all 
l l l l 
00 
i. Since Ea.Q ~ socle Q, we have ab 
1 l -
s1nce {l;i}7 is maximal, we have codim 
codim (bQ) < oo and thus b is a unit in 
= x. Moreover, 
< 00. Hence 
Thus we have 
{ a E R' b unit of Q}. By an argument 
to in the proof of 4.3.5, it follows 
that Q :::: { a, S E R, S unit of Q}. The proof of 
can now be used to show R is a right order in Q. 
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ABSTRACT 
The thesis is a study of right 
full linear ring Q = HomD(V,V), V a 
120. 
1n a (left) 
vector space 
over a division D. Chapter I, as well as summariz 
known results needed in the sequel, outlines the method 
of attack. In icular, it jus 
"suppose Q 1s a (Johnson) right 
appears frequently in subsequeht 
s the hypothesis 
ring of R" which 
s. One of the 
principal results Chapter II is that right orders in 
full linear rings of countable dimens must be prime 
rings whereas in the uncountable case this need not be so. 
fact, results in Chapter II suggest that a complete 
scription of a order in Q may be rather difficult 
if dim QQ is uncountable (here dim MR 
uniform dimension of a module MR). 
to the 
Chapter III a study of intrins extensions of 
prime rings. This study is required by the condition 
that regular elements of a right order R in Q be units 
Q, since this actually implies Q is intrinsic over 
R if Q has infinite dimension. The principal result 
on intrinsic extens says that S is a prime ring 
with zero right singular ideal, but not an integral domain, 
if S contains uniform right ideals then S 1s a right 
quotient ring of any prime ring over which it 1s right 
121. 
intrinsic. This result has several interesting 
corollaries, for example, if dim QQ is countable then a 
right order R in Q must have Q also as a left quotient 
ring. 
The main goal of Chapter IV is finding suitable 
conditions to ensure a ring R will have a full linear 
ring as its left-flat epimorphic hull. To this end, two 
conditions are introduced: condition (A) which requires 
closed right ideals of R to be essential extensions of 
finitely generated right ideals, and the existence of a 
"reducing pair" of elements. The latter means a pair 
(S,y) for which SR, yR and Sr+ yr are large right ideals 
of R. Taken together, these two conditions on a rlng R 
having Q as a right quotient ring imply that for each 
x E Q there exists c E R such that c has a right inverse ln 
Q and XC E R. Ample evidence is produced to show that 
reducing pairs for infinite dimensional rings R play a 
similar role to primeness for finite dimensional R, in so 
far as determining when R lS a right order in Q. An 
earlier result of Chapter IV says that if R is a prlme 
ring which satisfies (A) and has Q as a two-sided quotient 
ring then R lS a right order in Q only if R+ socle Q is, 
that is, in so far as a study of right orders in Q lS 
concerned, we can suppose R contains the socle of Q. 
122. 
The final chapter contains, among other things, two 
internal characterizations of a right order R in an 
infinite dimensional full linear ring. One of these 
says: 
A r1ng R is a right order in a left full linear ring 
of right dimension H ~ H0 if and only if the following 
conditions are satisfied. 
(i) R is a (Johnson) irreducible ring containing 
uniform right ideals and dim RR = H. 
(ii) The closed right ideals of R are right 
annihilator ideals and if B 
with dim BR = dim RR then B 
bE R with br = 0. 
i 
is a right annihilator ideal 
.Q,r has the form b for some 
(iii) R possesses a reducing pair of elements. 
